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1. Preface 

The Energy Conservation Center, Japan(ECC) has been contracted by UNIDO for the 

subcontract to execute the project. The services required from the subcontractor comprised; 

(1) Implementation of plant surveys in Bangladesh and Sri lanka including supervision of the 

local counterparts and (2) Organization of a seminar, delivering lectures and taking care of 

the dissemination of technical manuals in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. 

Both tasks have already been completed on schedule in accordance with the Terms of 

Reference of the subcontract. 

The final report describes the results of all the duties including the activities and evaluation. 

A remarkable increase in energy demand, particularly in the South East Asian countries, has 

been noted in recent yems. The growing economy of the Asian countries is expected to 

continue at rapid pace, together with a corresponding increase in energy consumption. 

Energy Conservation simply means rational use of energy. It is and effective way of 

promoting industrialization and advancement in every country in the world. As the 

international trade competition power becomes stronger, the companies adopting energy 

conservation can have a competitive edge in the market through low production cost. 

In addition, the world environmental issue is a subject of highest importance. The most 

effective solution to the environmental problem is said to be energy conservation. 

UNIDO has been actively engaged in the promotion of a program in this field. Joint technical 

assistance activities of UNIDO and Japan will contribute to the development of economies 

and human life in Asian countries through this programme. This activity owes much to the 

Industrial Sectors and Environment Division of UNIDO for helpful suggestions and special 

as.c;istance. 

This report is a summary of the Program for Rational Use of Energy Resources in ceramic 

and cement industries, and includes a seminar held in May 1994 and a field survey carried 

out in September 1993, both in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. 
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2. Outline of the programme 

This programme is to prepare the handy manuals for rational use of energy sources in ceramic 

and cement industries in industrial enterprises in developing countries. 

The activities in the programme are as follows: 

July 1993: 
Assignment of 2 experts in ceramic and cement industries in Japan 

September 1993: 
Field survey in ceramic and cement industries in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka by 

the experts 

September 1993 to January 1994: 

April 1994: 

May 1994: 

January 1995: 

Preparation of the draft handy manuals in ceramic and cement industry by the 

experts in Japan 

Submission of 3 copies of the draft handy manuals in ceramic and cement 

industry to UNIDO 

Holding of seminars for dissemination of rational use of energy source in 

ceramic and cement industries in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka with the draft 

handy manuals 

Submission of 600 copies of the final handy manuals in ceramic and cement 

industry to UNIDO 
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3. Evaluation of the seminar 

This study attempts to evaluate the seminar on the programme for rational use of energy 

resources in ceramic and cement industries in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka held by the United 

Nations Industrial Development Organization(UNIDO) and the Ministry of International Trade 

and lndustry{MITI), Japan, organized by the Energy Conservation Center(ECC), Japan and 

hosted by the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, Bangladesh and the Ministry of 

Power and Energy, Sri Lanka on 11th to 12th May Sonargaon Hotel in Dhaka and on 18rd 

to 19th May at Hilton Hotel in Colombo, in 1994. 40 to 60 participants from government 

agencies, mostly factories attended the seminar. 

ill Bangladesh the known energy resources are natural gas, coal, peat, hydropower, biogas and 

renewable energy sources. 62% of commercial energy demand is covered by natural gas. 

Considering a 10% growth in annual demand the presently known gas reserves of 10.7 TCF 

would serve up to the year 2010. 32% of commercial energy demand is covered by oil, 98% 

of which is imported. 40% of commercial energy is consumed by the industrial sector. The 

government of Bangladesh has enforced the National Energy Conservation Policy Act. In 

order to carry out the policy declared in this Act, the Government established the Energy 

Monitoring and Conservation Centre(EMCC). EMCC promotes energy saving through energy 

audits and introduction of energy efficiency technology. 

In Sri lanka biomass, hydropower and fuel wood are available as primar1 energy resources 

in the country. 71 % of the energy supply is covered by fuel wood and biomass resources, 

18% by oil and 10% by hydro electricity. All crude oil is imported frcm other countries. 

Consumption of commercial energy in 1990 (Electricity and petroleum) by sector break down 

into transport 53.4%, Industry 18.4%, domestic 19.l % and commercial 9.1 %. Transport 

consumes only petroleum products. From 1977 to 1993 the average annual consumption rose 

to 9.5% spurred by the opening of the economy, new industries in the Export Promotion 

Zone, the booming tourist industry and general expansion of the services sector. In 1985 a 

non governmental Sri Lanka Energy Managers Association was established to upgrade energy 

management skills in the private sector, carry out ene!'gy audits and take effective measures 

for saving energy in industry. A project Ministry for Energy Conservation created in March 

1990 to promote identified energy conservation programmes. 

Uncfer these circumstances,the UNIDO seminars were held for the purpose of increasing 

awareness and knowledge of government officials and factory engineers in good time. The 

number of participants of the seminar amounted to 40 to 60 persons for each day. All 

participants were observed to be attentive audience having inh.:rest in most of subject. Two 

experts pointed out the important items of encrg} conservation technologies in both ceramic 
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and cement in::j.Jstries using textbooks (draft handy manuals) based on the results of the 

factory survey in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. The seminar was covered with general energy 

conservation ideas in both ceramic and cement industries. Responses of participants were very 

favorable and seminar could be considered to have been very successful. 

There are five important factors for the success of this seminar as follows. 

1) Many participants from factories 

This seminar had many participants among factory engineers who needed basic energy 

conservation technology of factory operation. ECC has many experiences on this kind 

of technology for more than 15 years, in organizing field survey, training course, and 

seminar for participants from developing countries. At this point, participants from 

factories could take advantage to operate in order to promote energy efficiency in 

factories. Many participants from factories could gain these technologies. 

2) Government - Factories Cooperation 

Through this seminar strong pipe connection have been made up between government 

and private sector. It is useful to future cooperation of both of them. 

3) Establishment of key countries to other developing countries 

Both countries of Bangladesh and Sri Lanka can be key countries to exchange 

information of energy conservation through this seminar. Because this seminar was 

very important to transfer the awareness of energy conservation. 

4) Enforcement of energy conservation awareness for counterparts 

It should be emphasized that the success of this seminar largely depends upon the 

quality of cooperation given by local counterparts. Counterparts of both countries 

made great efforts and they did every arrangement of the seminar. This experience 

should be inherited in the future. 

5) Additional seminar 

In addition to seminars of energy conservation in ceramic and cement industries, we 

carried out the seminar concerning demonstration of factory energy audit. Through this 

additional seminar by ECC, participants could further understand the importance of 

the daily energy management for factory operation. We think this kind of combined 

seminar is very useful to get the comprehensive understanding. 
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.--------------------------------------

Future output of this project will be the following three points. 

1) Seminar on successful cases of both industries will be effective to recognize the 

importance of energy co1JSCrvation. 

2) Energy conservation seminars for persons in charge of energy management in small 

and medium size factories will be very important. 

3) Workshops on factory energy audit will be useful for promotion and dissemination of 

energy conservation in industrial field. 
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4. Schedule or the seminars 

May 8 1994 Narita(ll:OO) to Bangkok(15:00) TG641 

9 Bangkok(l5:00) to Dhaka(16:20) TG513 

10 Preparation of seminar 

11 Seminar, Cement industry 

12 Seminar, Ceramic industry 

13 Off day (Saturday) 

14 Dhaka(14:00) to Bangkok(17:10) TG322 

15 Bangkok(10:40) to Colombo(l2:25) TG307 

16 Preparation of seminar 

17 Preparation of seminar 

18 Seminar, Cement industry 

19 Seminar, Ceramic industry 

20 Colombo(13:25) to Bangkok(18:15) TG308 

Bangkok(23:45) to Narita TG642 

21 Ar.Narita(7:30) TG642 
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1) Seminar program in Bangladesh 

11 May 1994, at Sonargaon Hotel, Dhaka 

Seminar on Energy Conservation in Cement Industry 

8:30-9:30 Registration of Participants 

9:30-10:15 Opening Ceremony 

Welcome Ad~ by Mr. Sazzadur Rahman, 

Director, EMCC, Minisry of Energy and Mineral Resources 

Adress by Mr. G.L.Narashiman, 

Country Dk.xtor, Dhaka, United Nations Industrial Development 

Organization(UNIDO) 

Address by Mr. Norio Fukushima, 

General Manager, Japan International Energy & Environment 

Cooperation Center(JIEq, The Energy Conservation Center, Japan 

(ECCJ) 

Special Guest Address by Mr. Yoshiyuki Kuroda, 

Minister, Embassy of Japan 

Special Guest Address by Mr. Mahammad Faizur Razzaque, 

Secretary, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources 

Chief Guest Address by Dr. Khandakar Mosharrag Hossain, 

Minister for Energy and Mineral Resources 

10:15-10:45 Tea Break 

10:45-12:30 Lecture by Mr. Hisashi Ikeda: 

- Energy Conservation in Cement Industry(!) 

12:30-13:30 Lunch and Prayer 

13:30-15:00 Lecture by Mr. Hisashi Ikeda: 

- Energy Conservation in Cement lndustry(2) 

15:00-15:30 Tea Break 

15:30-16:30 Discussion 
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12 May 1994, at Sonargaon Hotel, Dhaka 

~minar on Energy Conservation in Ceramic Industry 

8:30-9:15 Registration of Participants 

9:15-11:00 Lecture by Mr. Motomu Ishikawa: 
- Energy Conservation in Ceramic Industry 

11 :00-11 :30 Tea Break 
11:30-13:00 Lecture by Mr. Motomu Ishikawa: 

- Energy Conservation in Ceramic Industry 

13:00-14:00 l.Alnch and Prayer 

14:00-15:00 Discussion 

15:00-15:30 Tea Break 
15:30-17:00 Demonstration of Factory Energy Audit 

by Mr. Norio Fukushima 

17:00 Closing 
Address by Mr. Sazzadur Rahman, EMCC 

Address by Mr. Norio Fukushima, ECCJ 

Address by Mr. Hassan Nazemi, UNIDO 
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2) Seminar program in Sri Lanka 

18 May 1994, at Hilton Hotel, Colombo 

Semfaar on Energy Conservation in Cement Industry 

8:30-9:30 Registration 
9:30-10:15 Inauguration Ceremony 

Lighting of Traditional Oil Lamp 

Welcome Address by Mr. W .R.B.Rajakanma, 

Secretary, Energy Conservation, 
Ministry of Power & Energy 

Address by Mr. A. Hassan Nazemi, 
Industrial Development Officer, Environment and Energy Branch, 
Industrial Sectors and Environment Division, UNIDO 

Address by Mr. Hiro Moribe, 
Resident Representative, Japan External Trade Organization(JETRO) 

Colombo 
Address by Mr. Norio Fukushima, 
General Manager, Japan International Energy & Environment 
Cooperation Center(JIEC), The Energy Conservation Center, Japan 

(ECCJ) 

Chief Guest Address by Hon. sarathchandra Rajakaruna, 
Minister of Energy Conservation, Acting Minster of Power and Energy 

10:15-10:45 Tea Break 
10:45-12:30 Lecture by Mr. Hisashi Ikeda: 

- Energy Conservation in Cement Industry{!) 

12:30-13:30 Lunch 
13:30-15:00 Lecture by Mr. Hi·~a.t:ti: Ikeda: 

- Energy Conservatior in Cement Industry(2) 

15:00-15:30 Tea Break 
15:30-16:30 Discussion 
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19 May 1994, at Hilton Hotel, Colombo 

Seminar on Energy Conservation in Ceramic Industry 

8:30-9:15 Registration of Participants 

9:15-11:00 Lecture by Mr. Motomu Ishikawa: 

- Energy Conservation in Ceramic Industry 

11 :00-11 :30 Tea Break 
11:30-13:00 Lecture by Mr. Motomu Ishikawa: 

- Energy Conservation in Ceramic Industry 

13:00-14:00 Lunch and Prayer 

14:00-15:00 Discussion 

15:00-15:30 Tea Break 
15:30-17:00 Demonstration of Factory Energy Audit 

by Mr. Norio Fukushima 

17 :00 Closing 
Address by Mr. G.T.Femando, Director, Energy(D & I) 

Address by Mr. Hassan Nazemi, UNIDO 
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5. Schedule of the factory survey 

September 7 1993 Narita(ll:OO) to Bangkok(l5:00) TG641 

8 Bangkok(11:30) to Dhaka(12:50) TG321 

9 Visit to UNIDO Dhaka Office, 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Center, 

Ministry of Energy & MinerJl Resources, 

Embassy of Japan in Dhaka 

10 Dhaka(lO:OO) to Bogota(18:30) 

11 Tajima Ceramic Ud. (Ceramic) 

Bogota(12:00) to Dhaka(20:00) 

12 Bangladesh Insulator & Sanitary Ware Factory (Ceramic) 

13 Dhaka(l3:10) to shirett(l3:50) BG403 

14 Chhattak Cement Factory, Sunamganj (Cement) 

Shirret(16:30) to Dhaka(17:10) BG406 

15 Savar Refractories Ud. (Ceramic) 

Bengal Fine Ceramic Ud. (Ceramic) 

Modhumati Ceramic Ud. (Ceramic) 

16 Dhaka(7:00) to Chittagong(7:45) BG41 l 

Chittagong Cement Clinker Graiding Co. Ud. (Cement) 

Modem Refractory Co. (Ceramic) 

Chittagong(15:25) to Dhaka(16:10) BG436 

17 Bengal Ceramic Ud. (Ceramic) 

UNIDO Dhaka Office 

18 Dhaka(l4:00) to Bangkok(17:00) TG322 

19 Bangkok(10:40) to Colombo(l 2:25) TG308 

20 Visit to Ministry of Energy Conservation 

Lanka Ceramic Ud. (Ceramic) 

21 UNIDO Colombo Office, 

Embassy of Japan in Colombo 

22 Lanka Walltiles (PVA) Ud. (Ceramic) 

23 Puttlam Cement Co.ltd. (Cement) 

24 Lanka Ceramic lJd. Nogombo Factory (Ceramic) 

Dankoluwa Povcelain lJd.(Ceramic) 

25 Saturday 

26 Colombo(13:25) to Bangkok(l 8:15) TG308 

27 Bangkok(l 1 :00) to Narita(l 9:00) TG640 
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6. Japanese experts list 

1 )Field survey 
1. Mr. Yukio Nozaki 

Technical Adviser 
The Energy Conservation Center, Japan 

2. Mr. Motomu Ishikawa 
Technical Adviser (Ceramic expert) 
The Energy Conservation Center, Japan 

3. Mr. hisashi Ikeda 
Technical Adviser (Cement expert) 
The Energy Conservation Center, Japan 

2)Scminar 
1. Mr. Motomu Ishikawa 

Technical Adviser (Ceramic expert) 
The Energy Conservation Center, Japan 

2. Mr. Hisashi Ikeda 
Technical Adviser (Cement expert) 

The Energy Conservation Center, Japan 

3)Home office 
1. Mr. Norio Fukushima 

Project Leader 
The Energy Conservation Center, Japan 

2. Mr. Motomu Ishikawa 
Technical Adviser (Ceramic expert) 
The Energy Conservation Center, Japan 

3. Mr. Hisashi Ikeda 
Technical Adviser (Cement expert) 
The Energy Conservation Center, Japan 
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7. Counterparts list 

1) Bangladesh 
Mr. Sazzadur Rahman 

Director 
Energy 'Monitoring & Conservation Center 

Ministry of Energy & Mineral Resources 

Government of Bangladesh 
741, Baitul Aman Housing Society, 

Road No.9, Adabor, Shamoly, Dhaka 

Bangladesh 

Phone: 880-2-3159611319228, 

2) Sri lanka 
Mr. G. T. Fernando 

Director, 
Energy(Development & Implementation) 

Energy Conservation Ministry, 

Ministry of Power and Energy 
P.0.Box 576,Sir Chittampalam A, 
Gardiner Mawatha, 

Colombo 02 

Sri Lanka 
Phone: 
Fax: 

94-1-449289, 

94-1-449572 
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8. Recomendations and Conclusions for follow-up 3ctions 

Recommendations and conclusions for follow-up actions in dissemination of energy 

conservation technologies among developing countries 

The energy conservation technologies in cement and ceramic industries are disseminated in 

Bangladesh and Sri Lanka through factories survey implemented in August in 1993 and 

seminars hel<! in May in 1994. 
Our rcc:ommendations on the dissemination activities in energy conservation are shown as 

follows. 

1) Dissemination activities !n energy conservation technologies by handy manuals: 
The participants of the seminars may hold group meetings in their companies with the 

handy manuals. 

2) Promotion of improvement of operation technic 

2)-1 Cement industry 
a) Adjustment of production capacity balance among raw material mill, cement 

kiln and cement mill 
b) Feeding size distribution control of finishing mill 

2)-2 Ceramic industry 
a) Increase of production yield: 

Low energy intensity is made by high production yield. 

b) Quality control of raw material: 
Foreign matters are not to be mixed in raw material. 

Cleaning work in a factory must be made. 

c) Drying control of semi-products: 
Temperature and moisture must be controlled. 

d) Firing control of products: 
Combustion air volume is to be constant. 

3) Promotion of improvement of equipment 

3)-1 Cement industry 
a) Change of wet type process to dry type process: 

Energy intensity of wet type kiln is 1,500 kcaVton which is 2 times higher than 

that of dry type kiln. 
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b) Improvement of finishing mill: 

- Adoption of closed cycle system 

- Adoption of a vertical roller mill 

3)-2 Ceramic industry 
a) Adoption of a roller hearth kiln for high production capacity: 

Energy intensity of a roller hearth kiln is lower than that of a tunnel kiln. 
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Appendix 1. List of the Surveyed Factories 



Appendix l. Ust of the Su"eyed Factories 
Bangladesh 

1) Ceramic (seven factories) 
1.Tajma Ceramic Industry lJd. 

Kabi Nazrul Islam Sarak (Jhawtola), 

Bogra-5800 

Tel 051-6160 
2.Bangladcsh Insulator & Sanitary Ware Factory Ud. 

Bux Nagar, Miipur, 

Dhaka-1216 

Tel. 801231,382528 

3.Saver Refractories Ud 
Nayarhat, Savar, 

Dhaka 
Tel. 06226-518 

4.Bcngal Fine Ceramics Ltd. 
Bhagalpur, Savar, 

Dhaka 
Tel. 06226-840 

5.Madhumati Ceramics Ltd. 
Ganda, SavlU', 

Dhaka 
Tel. 06226-225 

6.Modem Refractory Co. 

Chittagong 

Tel. 
7 .Bengal Ceramic Industries lJd. 

215, Rayar Ba7.ar, 

Dhaka-1207 

Tel. 325327 

2) Cement(two factories) 
8. Chhattk Cement Co. Ud. 

Chattak, 
Sunamganj 

Tel. 821-5216 
9. Chitttagong Cement ainker Griding Co. 

South Halishahar, 

Chittagong 

Tel. 501350/500191 
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Sri Lanka 
1) Ceramic (three factories) 

1. Lanka Ceramic Ud. Negombo Factory 

Thumbowila 

Piliyandara 
Tel. 504215/504211 

2. Lanka Walltiles (PVf) Ltd. 

Kirimetitenna, 

Balangoda 
Tel. 045-7295fl228 

3. Dankotuwa Porcelain (PVf) Ltd. 

Kurungara Road, 

Dankotuwa 

Tel. 031-718lfll82 

2) Cement (one factory) 
4. Puttlam Cement Co. Ltd. 

Puttalam, 

Tel. 
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Appendix 2. Participants List of the Seminar 



Appendix 2. Participanb List of the Seminar 

Bangladesh: 11 May 1994 (Cement Industry) 

1. Mr.Taibur Rahman 

2. Mr.Md.Shahjahan 

3. Mr.M.A.Quddus 

4. Mr.MdJahangir Kabir 

5. Mr.Md.Golam Morshed 

6. Mr.Nazrul Islam 
7. Mr.Tarun Kanti Sarkcr 

8. Mr.sulcman Ahmed 

9. Mr.Hossain Shahid 

10. Mr.Q.Sahidol Islam 
11. Mr.S.r.(.Hasan 

12. MrJ.A.Naser 
13. Mr.Yousuf Abdullah 

Chhattak Cement Co.Ltd. 
Chhattak Cement _-:-o.Ltd. 

Chhattak Cement Co.Ltd. 

Chhattak Cement Co.Ltd. 

Chhattak Cement Co.Ltd. 

Chhattak Cement Co.Ltd. 

Chbattak Cement Co.Ltd. 

Chhattak Cement Co.Ltd. 
Chittagong Cement Oinkcr Grinding Co. Ltd. 

Confidence Cement Ltd. 

Confidence Cement Ltd. 

Islam Cement Ud. 
Islam Cement Ud. 

14. Mr Abudus Salam ludustriol Consultanting Firm 

15. Mr.Animesh Chandra Shaha Mongla Cement Factory Ltd. 

16. Mr.Md.Fazlul Huq M.!ghna Cement Factory Ltd. 
17. Mr.HabitJur Rahman Meghna Cement Factory Ltd. 

18. Mr.M.A.Khalcq Sena Kalyan Sangstha 

19. Mr.A.A.M.Rob Sena Kalyan Sangstha 

20. Engr.Bivash Kumar Paul Sena Kalyan Sangstha 

21. 

:2. 
23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 
33. 

34. 

35. 

Mr.Anisur Rahman 

Engr.~ihamsuddin Ahmed 

Mr.Golam Ahmed 
Dr.K!': .ushcedul Islam 

Dr.Delwar Hussain 

Mr.M. Rahman Khandker 

Dr.Rashid 

Dr.M.Serajul Islam 
Dr.A.K.M. Bazlur Rashid 

Dr.M. Nazrul Islam 

Mr.Fuad-ul-lslam 

Engr.Mohammcd Hasan 
Mr.Md.Baziuzzaman 

Mr.S.D.Kha'I 

Mr.Dulal Adbul Hafiz 

Spearhead Engineers 
Tamali Engineers & Consultant 

Tamali Engineers & Consultant 
Associated Resoursces Management Co. 

Bangladesh Steel & Engineering C'.orporation 

Electrical Advisor & Chief Electric Inspection 

Mechanical Engineering Department, BUET, Dhaka 

Chemical Engineering Department, BUET, Dhaka 
Metallurgical Engineering Department, BUET, Dhaka 

Institute of Appropriate Technology 
Titas Gas Transmission & Distribution Co. 

Bakhrabad Gas Systems 
MIO Energy & Mineral Resources 

MIO Energy & Mineral Resources 

MIO Forest & Environment 
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36. Mr.Md.Shahjahan 

37. MrA.B.Bahauddin 

38. Engr.Md.Ehsanullah 

Department of Environment 

Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation 

Bangladesh Oil,Gas & Mineral Corporation 
39. EngrA.K.M.Azizul Haque Bangladesh Oil,Gas & Mineral Cmporation 
40. Mr.Alamgir Khan Choudhury Bangladesh Council of Scientific & Industrial 

Research 
41. Mr.Sanowar Hossain Mondal Bangladesh Council of Scientific & Industrial 

42. mr.MdJunab Ali 

43. Mr.Md.Mainul Ahsan 

Research 
Council of Scientific & Industrial Research 

Bangladesh Council of Scientific & Industrial Research 

44. Mr.Akhtar Hamid Dewan Bangladesh Council of Scientific & Industrial Research 

45. Mr.Md.Gullur Rahman Shah Office of the Chief Inspector of Boiler 
46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 
50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 
61. 

62. 

63. 

Mr.A.Z.M.Sazzadur Rahman 
Mr.A.F.M.Waliul Islam 

Mr.Rafiqul Mawla 

Mr.Md.Mustafizur Rahman 
Mr.Md.Abdul Haie 

Mr.S.M.Mahmud Hassan 

Mr.Sukanta Roy 

Mr.Md.Mozammel Haque 

Mr.Md.Rafiqul Islam 

Mr.Md.Shahabuddin Khan 

Mr.Md.Nazrul Islam 
Mr.Q.A.Sharhan Sadique 

Mr.Kalipada Biswas 

Mr.Badiruddin Ahmed 

Mr.M.A.Taher 

Mr.A.Hassan Nazemi 
Mr.G.L.Narasimhan 

Dr.Juerger Hannak 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 
Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 
Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Bangladesh Insulator & Sanitaryware Factory 

Bangladesh Institute of Glass & Ceramic 

Savar Refractories Ltd. 

UNIDO Vienna, Austria 
UNIDO Dhaka 

UNIDO Dhaka 
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Bangladesh: 12 May 1994 (Cemmic Industry) 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 
11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

Mr.A.E.M.Eshaque 

Mr.KM.Guizar 

Mr.Md.Fazlur Rahman 

Mr.S.M.Nazibur Rahman 

M1.Md.Alauddin Shiekh 

Mr.Kazi Fazlul Karim 

Mr.Giash Uddin Ahmed 

Mr.Md.Ali Ashraf 

Mr.Enamul Wadud Khan 

Mr.Mong Sha Hla Marma 

Mr.Bayazid Bostami Khan 

Mr.Shariyar Masud Khan 

Engr.Md.Tasikul Alam 

Mr.Nessar Maksud Khan 

Mr.Shamsuddin Ahmed 

Bangladesh Insulator & Sanitaryware Factory Ltd. 

Bangladesh Insulator & Sanitaryware Factory Ltd. 

Bangladesh Insulator & Sanitaryware Factory Ltd. 

Bangladesh Insulator & Sanitaryware Factory Ltd. 

Bangladesh Insulator & Sanitaryware Factory Ltd. 

Bangiadesh Insulator & Sanitaryware Factory Ltd. 

Bangladesh Insulator & Sanitaryware Factory Ltd 

Bangladesh Insulator & Sanitaryware Factory Ltd. 

Bengal Fine Ceramics Ltd. 

Bengal Fine Ceramics Ltd. 

Bengal Fine Ceramics Ltd. 

Bengal Fine Ceramics Ltd. 

Bengal Fine Ceramics Ltd. 

Bengal Fine Ceramics Ltd. 

Bengal Ceramic Industries Ltd. 

Mr.Kalipada Biswas Bengal Cemamic Industries Ltd. 

Mr.Md.Nasim Ullah Hemaye Bengal Insulator & Ceramic Industries Ltd. 

Mr.Sanwar Hossain Mondal Bangladesh Ceramic Association 

Mr.Alamgir Khan Chowdhur Bangladesh Ceramic Association 

Mr.Quamruzzaman Bangladesh Chemical Industries Corporation 

Mr.A.K.M. Badrul Hossain Conforce Bricks Ltd. 

Mr.Moslehuddin Zaman 

Mr.Abdul Hai 

Clay Craft Ceramics 

Dhaka Ceramics & Sanitary Works Ltd. 

Mr.Nasiruddin Hirji New Dhaka Refractories Lt.d. 

Mr.Alamgir Khan Choudhur BCSIR Laboratory 

Mr.Sanowar Hossain Monda BCSIR Laboratory 

Mr.Md.Junab Ali BCSIR Laboratory 

Mr.Md.Mainul Ahsan BCSIR Laboratory 

29. Mr.Akhtar Hamid Dewan BCSIR Laboratory 

30. Mr.Badiuddin Ahmed Bangladesh Glass & Ceramic Institute 

31. Mr.Md.Nasiruddin Bangladesh Glass & Ceramic Institute 

32. Mr.Md.Ashraful Alam Bangladesh Glass & Ceramic Institute 

33. Mr.Md.Sirajuddin Bangladesh Glass & Ceramic Institute 

34. Mr.Md.Ayuh Ali Bangladesh Glass & Ceramic Institute 

35. Mr.Abdul Wazed Bhuiya Monnoo Ceramic Industries Ltd. 

36. Mr.Md.Syed Maniruzzaman Ma!~humati Ceramics Ltd. 

':,7. Mr.Md.Shahjahan Ali Bisw Mrittika Potteries Ltd. 
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38. Mr.Asif Ariff Tabani 

39. Mr.Sakif Arif Tabani 

40. Dr.Md.Abdur Rouf 

41. Mr.Rafiqul Islam 

42. Mr .Asaduzzaman Khan 

43. Mr.Rasamoy Boiragy 

44. Mr.Sardar Elius Sadique 

45. Mr.Md.Tauhid Hossain 

46. Mr.Md.Sharifuzzaman 

47. Mr.Md.Alta! Hossain 

48. Mr.Md.Abdullah 

49. Mr.Samsuddin Ahmed 

50. Mr.Golam Ahmed 

51. Dr.Ing. K.Islam 

52. Mr.MdJahangir Kabir 

53. Mr.Md.Abdul Quddus 

54. Mr.Md.Golam Morshed 

55. Mr.Nazrul Islam 

Mr.A.Hassan Nazemi 

G.L.Narasimhan 

Dr.Joerger Hannak 

Eng. Md.Ehsanullah 

Mirpur Ceramic Works Ltd. 

Mirpur Ceramic Works Ltd. 

People's Ceramic Industries 1..Jd. 

Reflex Private Ltd. 

Savar Refractories Ltd. 

Savar Refractories Ltd. 

Savar Refractories Ltd. 

Tajima Ceramic Industries Ltd. 

Tajima Ceramic Industries Ltd. 

Tajima Ceramic Industries Ltd. 

Jalalabad Gas Transmssion Distribution Co.Ltd. 

Titas Ceramics Ltd. 

Titas Ceramics Ltd. 

Associated Resources Management Co (ARMCO) 

Chattak Cement Co.Ltd. 

Chattak Cement Co.Ltd. 

Chattak Cement Co.Ltd. 

Chattak Cement Co.Ltd. 

UNIDO Austria 

UNIDO Dhaka 

UNIDO Dhaka 

Bangladesh Oil, Gas & Mineral Corporation 

56. 

57. 

58. 
59. 

60. 

61. 

Eng.A.K.M.Azizul Haque Bangladesh Oil, Gas & Mineral Corporation 

Eng.Md.M.Rahman Khandaker Office of Electrical Adviser & Chief Electrical 

Inspr:tor 

62. Mr.A.Z.M.Sazzadur Rahman Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

63. Mr.A.F.M.Waliul Islam 

64. Mr.Rafiqul Mawla 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

65. Mr.Md.Mustafizur Rahman Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

66. Mr.Md.Abdul Haie Energy Monitoring & Conscrvati<'n Centre 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 
73. 

Mr.S.M.Mahmud Hassan 

Mr.Sukanta Roy 

Mr.Md.Mozammel Haque 

Mr.Md.Rafiqul Islam 

Mr.Md.Shahabuddin Khan 

Mr.Md.Nazrul Islam 

Mr.Q.A.Sharhan Sadique 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 

Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre 
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Sri Lanka: 18 May 1994 (Cement Industry) 

1. Mr.K.Abeyguneratne Puttalm Cement Company Ltd. 

2. Mr.D.M.P.Dharmawansa Puttalm Cement Company Ltd. 

3. Mr.W.MJinadasa Puttalm Cement Company Ltd. 

4. Mr.R.Shanrnugaratnam Puttalm Cement Company Ltd. 

5. Mr.K.D.Kothalawala Puttalm Cement Company Ltd. 

6. Mr.K.M.Pathmanathan Puttalm Cement Company Ltd. 

7. Mr.K.A.I.Karunathilake Puttalm Cement Company Ltd. 

8. Mr.C.Hettiarachi Puttalm Cement Company Ltd. 

9. Mr,I.P.Shanthi Kumara Puttalm Cement Company Ltd. 

10. Mr.P.G.R.Mahanama Puttalm Cement Company Ltd. 

11. Mr.J .G.Nanayakkara Puttalm Cement Company Ltd. 

12. Mr.Noel Wijcsiriwardene Lanka Ceramic Lld. 

13. Mr.D.B.Senerath Lanka Ceramic Lld. 

14. Mr.M.U .P>Gunewardcne Ideal Ceramics 

15. Mr.Hemantha Kumara Hicarb Industrial Carbons (Lanka) Lld. 

16. Mr.Nihal Kumarasinghe Lanka Walltiles (Pvt) Ltd. 

17. Mr.Chamath de Silva Lanka Walltilcs (Pvt) Ltd. 

18. Mr.Ranjith Premasiri International Gift Design (Pvt) Lld. 

19. Mr.LS.Zain Zendec Ceramics 

20. Mr.B.M.G.Bandara Tokyo Cement Co. (Lanka) Ltd. 

21. Mr.M.MJaufer Tokyo Cement Co. (Lanka) Ltd. 

22. Mr.Sriskanda Tokyo Cement Co. (Lanka) Ltd. 

23. Mr.M.M.Wickramapala Ruhunu Cement Co.Ltd. 

24. Mr.M.K.Munidasa Ruhunu Cement Co.Ltd. 

25. Mr.D.Rupananda Ruhunu Cement Co.Ltd. 

26. Mr.R.Nihal Rolanka Ceramics 

27. Mr.A.S.K. Withanage Industrial Services Bureau 

28. Mr.D.S.R.Dassanayakc Industrial Services Bureau 

29. Dr.Ajith de Alwis University of Moratuwa 

30. Mr.M.W.Leelaratne Nerd Centre of Sri Lanka 

31. Mr.K.S.Fcrnando Energy Conservation Fund 

32. Mr.D.A. U .Daranagama Ministry of Energy Conservation 

33. Mr.N .S.R.Siriwardene Ministry of Energy Conservation 

34. Mr.K.A. U .Ubayathilaka Ministry of Energy Conservation 

35. Mr.E.W.M.P.Wcerasckcra Ministry of Energy Conservation 

36. Mr.W.G.S.Fcmando Ministry of Energy Conservation 

37. Mr. P.P .Suhasinghe Sri Lanka Energy Managers Association 
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38. Mr.D.V .S.A.Piyatilake Sri Lanka Energy Managers Association 
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Sri Lanka: 19 May 1994 (Ceramic Industry) 

1. Mr.Noel Wijesiriwardene Lanka Ceramic lld. 

2. Mr.D.B.Senerath Lanka Ceramic lld. 

3. Mr.E.S.K.Soysa Lanka Ceramic lld. 
4. Mr.C.P.Kumarasiri Lanka Ceramic lld. 

5. Mr. U J .Udawatha Lanka Ceramic lld. 

6. Mr.S.Manage Lanka Ceramic lld. 
7. Mr .Ananda Murhuthanthiri Lanka Ceramic l.ld. 
8. Mr.N.Thambugala Lanka Ceramic lld. 

9. Mr.P .G.Amarasiri Lanka Ceramic lld. 

10. Mr.J.P.LChandralal Lanka Ceramic lld. 
11. Mr.M.U.P>Gunewardene Ideal Ceramics 

12. Mr.Hemantha Kumara Hicarb Industrial Carbons (Lanka) Ud. 

13. Mr.Nihal Kumarasinghe Lanka Walltiles (Pvt) lld. 
14. Mr.Susal Illukkumbara Lanka Walltiles (Pvt) lld. 
15. Mr.Sumith de Silva Lanka Walltiles (Pvt) lld. 
16. Mr.Chamath de Silva Lanka Walltiles (Pvt) lld. 
17. Mr.Ranjith Premasiri International Gift Design (P\1) lld. 
18. Mr.LS.Zain Zcndec Ceramics 
19. Mr.U.Weerasinghe Lanka Tiles lld. 
20. Mr.P .D.Piyasena Lanka Tiles lld. 
21. Mr.A.A.H.S.Bandara Dankotuwa Porcelain (Pvt) Ltd. 
22. Mr.L.F .A.Femandopulle Dankotuwa Porcelain (Pvt) lld. 
23. Mr.T.Jayantha Fernando Femwood Porcelain (P"1t) Ud. 
24. Mr.Tissa Withanage G.T.Ceramic iio Tiles (Pvt) lld. 
25. Mr.R.Nihal Rolanka Ceramics 
26. Mr.P .B.Alawathagoda Noritakc Lanka Porcelain (J>\·t) Ud. 
27. Mr.H.A.R.Bandara Noritake Lanka Porcelain {P\1) lld. 
28. Mr.W.A.R.Dc Silva Noritakc Lanka Porcelain (Pvt) Ud. 
29. Mr.A.S.K.Withanagc Industrial Services Bureau 
30. Mr.D.S.R.Dassanayakc Industrial Services Bureau 
31. Dr.Ajith de Alwi!: University of Moratuwa 
32. Mr.M.W.Lcelaratne Nerd Centre of Sri Lanka 
33. Mr.K.S.Femando Energy Conservation Fund 
34. Mr. D.A. U .Daranagama Ministry of Energy Conservation 
35. Mr. N .S. R.Siriwardene Ministry of Energy Conservation 
36. Mr.K.A.U.Ubayathilaka Ministry of Energy Conservation 
37. Mr.E.W.M.P.Wecrasekera Ministry of Energy Conservation 
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38. 

40. 

41. 

Mr. W.G.S.Femando 

Mr.P.P.Subasinghc 

Mr.D.V.S.A.Piyatilake 

Mini'~ of Energy Conservation 

Sri Lanka Energy Managers Association 

Sri Lanka Energy Managers Association 
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Appendix 3. Opening Adclres.t of the Chief Guest at the Seminar 

SPEECH BY KHANDAKAR MOSHARRAF HOSSAIN 

Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources 
Bangladesh 

AT THE INAUGURATION OF 1HE ENERGY CONSERVATION SEMINAR 

FOR 11IE CEMENT AND CERAMIC INDUSTRIES - 111H MAY 1994 

Distinguished UNIOO ICprcscntative, technical experts from F.nergy Co~rvation Center, 

Japan, distinguished invited guests and participants, I am honoured to address today's 

gathering as the Ollef Guest and it is my pleasure to welcome you all. 

The lc"·el of energy conservation in a country has long been recognized as an economic 
indicator. In Bangladesh the total energy consumption from all sources is approximately 585 
PJ (20.12 Million TCE, tons of coal equivalent) which includes roughly half the quantity in 

traditional forms. This energy in terms of consumption per capita is very low as compared 

to most countries. In spite of this low consumption it is also well known that in Bangladesh 

the energy is not used efficiently. lmprov:rnents in energy efficiency arc now recognized as 
central to the pursuit of sustainable strategies for the energy sector. Efforts have now shifted 

from the traditional way of supply side management to demand side management to cope with 

the ever increase in energy demands. Bangladesh has been fortunate in having indigenous 

natural gas resources which presently meets about 65% of the fossil fuel energy demand 
leaving another 31 % in the form of petroleum products being imported causing undue strain 

on the foreign exchange reserves of the country. However, the darker side of the scenario is 

that the present reserve of Natural Gas stands at 10.7 TCF and considering a 10% growth in 

annual demand, this energy source will be available up to year 2010. The global energy 
scenario is not much different. Energy is a scarce and valuable resource and its efficient use 

is therefore an area of key concern for all countries. 

Energy Conservation and efficiency are areas in which the exchange of technical know-how 
and experience should receive high priority, particularly in the light of commonalities that 

exist with regards to features such as structure of industrial sectors and institutional 

constraints on the implementation of conservation and efficiency measures. Most energy 

conservation institutions globally were established during the oil crisis periods. The Energy 

Monitoring & Conservation Center (EMCq functioning directly under the MIO Energy & 

Mineral Resources, Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh was established in 1984 

with the man objective of promoting energy efficiency, conservation and all related activities. 

1 



Following the mid 1980's slump in international petroleum prices the interest of many 

governments in energy consel'\·ation campaigns ~lso tended to decline. However, with the 

more recent discovery of environmental implications due to the growing fossil fuel 

consumption the progmrune of energy conservation and efficiency has received fresh impetus. 

The overall development objective of this programme i..s to simultaneously promote economic 

development and expansion to reduce the rapid growth of fossil fuel consumption and to 

control the environmental pollution. 

Towards this end, United Nations Industrial Development Organization and Energy 

Conservation Center, Japan in association with the local organization of Energy Monitoring 

& Conservation Center (EMCC) has organized this seminar on energy conservation 

technologies in the C.ement and Ceramic Industries of Bangladesh. The Cement and Ceramic 

Industries are by their very nature energy intensive and there exists an vast potentiality for 

improving energy efficiency in these sectors. It is my finn belief that the participants from 

these sectors would immensely benefit through their active participation i'l the day long 

seminar and interaction with the experts from Japan. I further believe that the knowledge 

gained herein would be disseminated to appropriate personnel at the factory le••el and in 

addition the tangible benefits would be quantified and publicized. 

I express my gratitude to UNIDO and the Japanese Government for continued assistance in 
the developmental activities of Bangladesh in general and in particular for sponsoring this 

technical seminar in Bangladesh. 

With these few words I declare the seminar open and once again thank the distinguished 

guests, who in spite of their busy schedule, have spared their valuable time to join this 

session. 
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SPEECH BY HOR. SARAl'BCBARDRA RA.JAKARUHA 
(Actg.) Minister of Power 'Energy 
Minister of Energy Conservation 

AT THE IRAUGURATIOR 
OF THE ENERGY CORSERVATIOR SEMINAR 
FOR THE CEMEllT ARD CERAMIC INDUSTRIES - 18TR MAY, 1994. 

Hon. M~rvyn J. Cooray, State Minister of Power & Energy 
Mr. M. Ackiel Mohamed, Secretary, Ministry of Power & Energy 

Mr. W.R.B. Rajakaruna, Secretary, Energy Conservation. 

Mr. Hassan Nazemi, Representative from UNIDO 

Mr. Norio Fukushima, and members of the Japanese Team 
from the Energy Conservation Centre, Japan 

Mr. Moribe, Resident Representative, JETRO 

Mr. Bernabe Gracia, deputy Resident Representative UNDP 

· Ladies and Gentlemen 

1 

It was only three weeks ago that the Ministry of Power & Energy 

conducted an "ENERGY CONSERVATION WEEK" programme at national 

level under the distinguished patronage of His Excellency the 

President. 

Activities organised by my staff before, during and after the 
officially declared week (April 25th tc 30th) have helped to 

bring the Energy Conservation message very effectively to the 
Nation. A aeries of competitions amongst school children, 

organised on a Island wide scale with the cooperation of the 
Education Ministry have drawn the attention of the next 

.generation to the Energy and the Environmental problems 

confronting the Nation and the World and has helped them acquire 
a basic understanding of the importance and methods of Energy 
Conservation. A two day programme to check motor vehicles on the 

roads of Colombo for energy efficiency performance proved to be 
very successful. Requests to repeat this activity in other ,large 
towns are now under consideration. An energy study was c~rried 
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out in one large Garment Manufacturing Industry to serve as a 

model to other such factories and the results and recommendations 

were presented at 

factories to that 
a seminar to representatives from other 

they would be aware of the conservation 

possibilities in their own. 

A major publicity drive was launched to raise the awareness of 

the general public, through TV, Radio and the press. Over 150000 

leafle.t·s in all three languages explaining simple methods of 

conserving energy in the home, office etc. were distributed. An 

Exhibition of energy efficient equipment and systems was 

organised with participation of private and public sector 

organisations. Public response to this exhibition was much higher 
than expected. 

This demonstrated the public interest on energy conservation and 

the need for publicity and positive encouragement. 

Amongst the other activitie~ undertaken, I would like to recall 

.the pilot project to demonstrate the effect of using energy 

efficient bulbs. This was done at selected locations in the 

Parliament Building. I am told that initial measurements reveal 
an electricity consumption saving of around ·70% with light level 
improvement of about 30\. These are subject to further 

verification and financial evaluation, but give an indication of 

the potential for saving and improvement in the field of lighting 
alone. 

The process of activating the end user to conserve energy, or in 
other words, to use energy wisely, has been going on in this 

country for more than a decade and has reached a high level 

through the aaboveactivities. Results have been discernable but 
will take time to show up at macro level. 

Efficiency improvement in the energy supply and distribution 
systems in the country is the other side of the coin. The two 

' 

major energy supply authorities, the Ceylon Electricity Board and 
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the Ceylon Petroleum Corporation have taken meaningful steps to 

raise the overall efficiency of their systems. 

More recently the Ceylon Electricity Board has shown interest in 

Demand Side Management as an effective tool to reduce the annual 

growth of demand for electricity. 

Under this concept, the supply authority will initiate various 

activities which will directly or indirectly result in the 

efficient use of electricity. In a similar manner, activities 
initiated by the Petroleum Corporation will induce efficient use 

of fuels, especially in the transport and industrial sectors. 

These efforts whilst helping the consumer, a~e also vital from 
the national point of view. Our most valuable indigenous 

resource Hydro Electricity has been exploited to a large extent. 

Harnessing the balance potential is going to be extremely costly. 

The investments required are beyond financial resources of this 

country. Eventually such capital investments have to be found 

from outside and when implemented, will in the long run induce 

further increases in the electricity rates which are already high 

enough. In the case of oil too, every additional barrel imported 

into the country will increase the foreign expenditure burden on 
the country. 

Energy managers all over the world are unanimous in their slogan 

that a Kilo Watt of Electricity saved and a litre of oil saved 

is worth more than a newly generated kilo watt of electricity or 
a new litre of oil sold. Environmentalists will endorse this 
with even greater emphasis. Conservation of Energy therefore 
will be a priority concern for all of us, to be vigorously 

pursued in the future. 

Coming to the specific topic of the day, the Cement Industry and 

the Ceramic Industry are two large scale industries which are 
heavy users of ener9Y - in the form of oil and electricity. I 
would also like to mention an allied indusCry ~ tlie Brick and 
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Tile Industry which uses a large quantity of Firewood - another 
valuable indigenous energy resource which is being used up fast. 

According to the information g: .en to me, the Puttalam Cement 

Factory has used about 62.25 ~illion Kilo Watt Hours of 

electricity and about 43, 450 Metric l •ns of fuel oil in 1992. 
This simply works out to about •l~j~ Kilo Watt Hours of 

electricity and about 92 Kilograms of oil per ton of cement. 

I am s~re our distinguished experts from Japan will show hc-w this 

energy consumption per ton of production can be reduced. 

The Cement Industry is an important primary industry. It 

provides a basic material required for development work and is 

also a commodity required extensively by the people for 

construction and new housing. Improved energy efficiency Ln the 

manufacturing process will help to lower the cost payable by the 

consumer and will also improve the profitability of the producer. 

Another point about the ·cement Industry is that most of the heavy 

raw material required in its production is available locally. 

That is one reason why our far sighted National leaders started 

these industries during the early era of independence. Given th~ 

correct impetus, this country could be self sufficient in cement. 

Improved energy efficiency can help in this process. 

The Ceramic Industry in Sri Lanka meets not only local needs, but 

also exports its products to earn valuable foreign exchange for 
the councry. This Industry too has most of its raw material 

close at hand. To maintain its export drive it has to compete 
with other producing countries and in this context, a reduction 

of energy cost by conservation methods will undoubtedly give the 
industry a leading edge. 

This seminar is therefore timely and I am sure will help the 

participants to acquire new knowledge which will help them to use 

energy more effectively in their respective factories. You are 

going to listen to experts from Japan - a country which has 
' 

acquired high energy efficiencies in industry through modern 
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technology. When you go back, please make every effort to 

practice what you learn for the benefit of your organisation as 

well as the country. 

I am thankful to the United Nations Industrial Development 

Organisation and the Government of Japan for providing the 

funding for this activity and the Energy Conservation Centre of 

Japan for sending its experts to conduct this seminar. I thank 

the or~~nisers for inviting me to be present here today. It has 

been a pleasure to be here with you at the inauguration. 

I wish this seminar success. 
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illlproveliient of energy 
efficiency -stressed .. 

The Mlnleter fOr Enao and 
Mlnenl Re9ourcn. Dr Khan· 
dakar Moaharraf ffoa .. ln, 
Wedneaday etn:ual the need fOr 
Improvement or. enero em
dency for.ensurtn& ltll ~umum 
uaci to cope wllh thie ever 
I-In& dcrnm.cl of energy In. 

· the country.· report. BSS. 
. Energy coneerwiUon, -· 
ll--daye, IS a unlva'MJ c:oncem, 

the local Energy Monitoring 
and Conecrvatlon Centre 
(EMCC) under-the Mint.try er 
Enml¥' and Mineral Aeaoun:ice. 

HCld at SonarpD1! Holicl the 
opening c:ftnn011)' or the two· 
diay 9Cllllnar - iJ90 ..tdrascd 
by'. Mohammad Falzur Raz· 
~. Secretary, Mint.try or 
Encrw and Mineral Rnouroea 
and Mr Yoshlhlu"Kuroda. Mln
ISter of the Embu4y of Japan 
•• special guests, Mr L ·o 
Narasimhan, Country Director. 
UNIDO and Mr Norto 
Fulcushlmn. aeam leader of the 
F..CC. Two nthcr rflcmbcn or the . 
ECC team arc Mr Hasoshl 
Ikeda. a c:cmcnl C:Xpt"rt and Mr 
Motomu l•htkawa, a ~mlc 

· u:pert. In nil one hundred 
t.,.nty rcprcecnt"Hft.-lxty 
rmm cement tnduetrtc• nnd 
elxty from C'Cnllhtci lndu•trtc

. arc participating In the two•dny 
tcmlnar. . 

The Energy Mlnl11tc: .. Id 
. the eemlnar would help pro-
. mote etmuhA~.econom1c .. 
• . devefopl'.llent arid cir-"•ton, · . 
. mt~ the eonwn.~c;f ro.. · · :~ 
· all fuel and control the envf.' ._ t ronmenl ·polluUon;.: • · • ~-1 · • · . 

pa'dlcularly for Ban&h!dah 
and effort.a In this an:a ~Id 
be ~tcntkN. he said. The En· 
crgy Minister was addreMlng 
the lnauitural function or a 
aernlnar on ·energy conecna· 
lion In c:cmcnt and ~mle In· 
duetrtee• organlKcl JolnUy by' 
the Ministry or lnternatfonal 
Trade and Industry (Mm). 
.,ln~n. United Nations lndua
lrlnl Dcvclof ment organ•••· 
Uon (UNIDO and the ~ncrgy 
ConMrvallon Centre (ECCJ, 
Japnn In collaboraUon wllh 

• : .He thUtked the ~nt •' I· or Japan·•rtc1 ~ u2ror;-' · 
.. ~d.:c!OftJI..._, . I .,..;:; . Inf • 

~-=-if.~ .. ·-~~~·~-~ 
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DAILY NI NS. TiruRSDAY APRIL 28. 1994 . 
Of ;'=ICE Of THE MINISTER 

OF ENERGY CONSERVATION 

MINISTRY OF POWER 
AND ENERGY 

EIEERGY CONSERVATION 
PROGRAMME FOR THE 
CEMENT AID CERAMIC 

INDUSTRIES 
IT IS HOW CONFIRMED THAT THE ABOVE 
TRAJNIHG PROGRAMME WILL BE HELD ON 
18TH ANO 19TH MAY 1994. 

NOMINATIONS Al.READY RECEIVED WILL 
BE YAUO FOR THE NEW DATE. AHO 
PARTICIPANTS Wll.L BE INFORMED OF THE 
VENUE ANO OTHER OET AILS. 

CEMENT ANO CERAMIC MANUFACTURING 
ORGANISA TIOHS WHICH WERE UNABLE TO 
RESPONO TO THE EAALIER ADVERTISEM
ENT MAY SEND NOMINATIONS UP TO STH 
MAY 1~. ALONG WITH THE DETAILS 
CAUED FOR. TO THE AOOAESS BELO"N. 

SECllETARY - EHERGY CONSERVATION 

.... TRY Of' POWE" ANO ENERGY. 
P.O. BOX 578. 
COLOMB02. 
22.04.1994. 

Publi< . Mr. Mahiada ~ Auomcy-al-~W (a.ig
~)appeared ror the ICICIOlld eccmcd. ~ tceo> 

Seminar on May 18-19 C'>."-1. lectur' 
.Tbe Miniltry al Power ii: Eaerp bu orpnilcd a A public lec:li 

two day seminar on 'Eaerp Comervation in the 'Tbc Political Fu 
jah cement and ceramic indllllricl'. The lmlinar is the Mwliml ol 

orpniiicd by the Ministry in collaboration with the and Eat' will be 
by Eaerp Contcrvation Centre of Japan. The 1Cminar 6.30 p.rn. today · 

.,. will be held on May 11-19 ll Amctbysl Room, Main Slim. d 
:he Hilton Hoccl, c.olombo. 11. 
ts. This pr08f8m is sponsored by 'Jnited Nations 
. at Industrial Devdopment Orpnization (UNIOO) and 
us the Ministry of lntcmalioaal Tracie and lnduttry, 
:>n Japan {MITI). Mr. Saralbchandra Rajakanml, actiq 

Minister of Power A Encrp will be the chief pat. 
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Appendix 5. Seminar Pamllhld 

SEMINAR ON ENERGY CONSERVATION 
IN 

CEMENT AND CERAMIC INDUSTRY 

DHAltA, 11 - 12 llAY 199' 

Sponsored by 

United nations 
Industrial Development Organization(UllIDO) 

and 

Ministry of 
International Trade and Industry, Japan(HITI) 

Organized by 

The Energy Conservation Centre, Japan(BCC) 

Cooperated by 

Inergy Monitoring and Conservation Centre(BMCC), 
Bangladesh 



Ilf'tRODUCTIOR 

Bnergy conservation sillply aeans rational use of energy. It is an 
effective way of proaoting industrialization and advance11ent in 
every country in the world. As the int.ernational trade competition 
poyer becomes stronger, the companies adopting energy conservation 
can have a CQllPetitive edge in the aarket through lover production 
cost. 

Moreover, the environmental issues such as global warming caused by 
carbon dioxide eaissions f roa burning fossil fuels and forest 
destruction by acid rain have now coae to receive worldwide 
attention. To mitigate these adverse environaental effects, energy 
conservation proaotion must be strongly pursued. As the 
industrialization continues to advance, the precious fossil fuel 
supply may soon be depleted if nothing is done to curtail energy 
wastage. Thus, UllIOO and Japan continuously pr0110te assistance and 
actively support the energy conservation programs in the developing 
countries. 

This Seminar on Inergy ConserYation in Ceaen~_ and Ceramic Industry 
is one of such activities which UNIDO and BCC, Japan have organized 
in cooperation with the Ministry of Energy & Mineral Resources, 
Government of Bangladesh, to contribute to the developaent of the 
nation's human resources and economy. 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the seminar is to promote energy conservation and 
thereby to accelerate technology transfer in the cement and ceramic 
industries of Bangladesh through lecture, discussion and the use of 
reference manuals. 

RESOURCE PIRSORS 

The following resource persons from Japan will conduct the seminar: 

Mr. Hisasbi IKBDA (Cement Bxpert) 
Technical Advisor, 
The Energy Conservation Center, Japan 

Motomu ISHIKAWA (Ceramic Expert) 
Technical Advisor, 
The Inergy Conservation Center, Japan 

(1) 
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1st Day, 11 Hay 1994(1fed) 

8:30 - 9:30 Registration of Participants 

9:30 - 10:30 Opening Ceremony 

10:30 - 11:00 Tea Break 

11:00 - 12:30 Inergy Conservation in Ceaent Industry(!) 

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch and Prayer 

13:30 - 15:00 Inergy Conservation in Ceaent Industry(II) 

lS:OO - 15:30 Tea Break 

15:30 - 17:00 Discussion 

2nd Day, 12 May 1994(Thu) 

8:30 - 9:30 Registration of Participants 

9:30 - 11:00 Inergy Conservation in Ceramic Industry(!) 

11:00 - 11:30 Tea Break 

11:30 - 13:00 Inergy Conservation in Ceramic Industry(II) 

13:00 - 14:00 Lunch and Prayer 

14:00 - 15:30 Discussion 

15:30 - 16:00 Tea Break 

16:00 - 17:00 Explanation on the Use of Inergy Audit Equipment 

17:00 Closing 

(2) 
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REGISTRATIOR FORK 

Please tick your choice of attendance from the following : 

1. First Day (Cement Industry) 

2. Second Day (Ceramic Industry) 

Full Name 
(in block letter) 

Job Title/Position 

Organization 

Office Address with Phone Ho. 

Rote : 1) This registration form has to be sent to the following 
address by 5 May 1994(Thu): 

The Director, 
Energy Monitoring & Conservation Centre, 
(Ministry of Energy & Mineral Resources) 
House-741, Road-9, Baitul Aman Housing Society, 
Adabor, Shyamoli, Dhaka-1207 

(Attn : Bngr. Md. Mustafizur Rahman, Energy 
Auditor 
Tel : 315961, 319228) 

2) Ro TA/DA Will be provided by the Organizers to any 
participant. 

(3) 
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~~~~'511f ~Ml~~'- <.&ctieiili1~ 
~Pt~lfit41 ~~ Piot!G~ 

At the Ballroom of Sonargaon Hotel on 11 Ka7 19~(Wed) 

PROGRAM 

09:25 Guests and Participants to be seated 

09 :30 Arrival of the Chief Guest and the Special Guest 

09:31 Recitation froa the Bol7 Qura.n 

09:35 Welcoae Ad.dress b7 the Director of EKCC Bangladeeh 
(Hr • .A..Z.K. Saz£adur Rahman.) 

09 :40 Address of the Team Leader, ECC Japan 
(Kr. lforio Fukushima) 

09:45 Addres• of the Countf'7 Director, .UNIDO DJaaka 
(Mr. G.L. lfaruillhan) 

09:55 Address of the Special Guest 
(Kr. Y. JCurada, Minister, Embassy of Japu in Dhaka) 

10:00 Address of the Special Guest 
(Kr. Maba•••d J'aizu.r Razzak, Secretary, Mini&tf'7 of 
Enera & Mineral .Resources, GoTt. of Bangladesh) 

10 :10 Addren ot the Chief Guest 
(Dr. lhoacla.ker Kosharraf Hossain, Minister of 
Eller17 & Hiaeral Resources, GoTt. ot Bugladesh) 

10:20 Vote of TJaaaka 
(Hr-. Md. Mutafizur Rahman, EMCC Bangladesh) 

10:25 '?ea 
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SEMINAR PROGRAMME 
(tentative) 

FIRST DAY - Wednesday 18th May 1994 

8.30 am - 9.00 am - Registration 

9.00 am - 9.30 am - Inauguration Ceremony 
9.30 am - 10.00 am - Tea Break 

(The distinguished invitees will leave after tea) 

10.00 am - 11.30 am - LECTURE 

Energy Conservation in 

the Cement Industry 

11.30 am - 12.30 pm - QuestionsandciSQISSions 

12.30 pm - 1.30 pm - Lunch Break 
1.30 pm - 3.00 pm LECTURE 

Energy Conservation in 

the Cement Industry 

3.00 pm - 3.30 pm - Tea Break 

3.30 pm - 4.30 pm - Questions and discussions 

SECOND DAY - Thursday 19th May 1994 

9.00am-9.15am - Registration 
9.15 am -10.30 am - LECTURE 

Energy Conservalion In 

the Ceramic lndustiy 

10.30am-11.00am - Tea Break 

11.00 am - 12.30 pm - LECTURE 

Energy Conservatior. in 
the Ceramic Industry 

12.30 pm - 1.30 pm - Lunch 

1.30 pm - 3.00 pm - LECTURE 

3.00pm-3.30pm - Tea Break 

3.30 pm - 4.30 pm - Discussion and 

Closing Session 
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SEMINAR 
ON 

.; 

.. . .. 

ENERGY CONSERVATION 
IN111E 

.: .. 

CEMENT AND CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 

18™ anc:1 19™ MAY 1994 

at the 

11 AMETHYST RooM 11 

HILTON HOTEL 

COLOMBO 

Sponsored By 
UNITED NATIONS 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATION 
(UNIDO) 

and 

MINISTRY OF 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INDUSTRY JAPAN 

(MITI) 

Organised By 
THE ENERGY CONSERVATION CENTRE, JAPAN 

IN COLLABORATION WITH 
THE OFFICE OF THE 

MINISTER OF ENERGY CONSERVATION 

MINISTRY OF POWER AND ENERGY 

SRI LANKA. 



- --------------------------
INTRODUCTION 

Energy is a vital and expensive inpd. to industry. 
In many industries, it accounts for a sizeable 
proportion or the total production cost. 

Energy Conservation, or the rational use or 
energy, helps to reduce production cost and 
therebyimprovesprofitabllity andcompeletiveness 
in industrial and commercial organisations. In the 
nalionalconlext, it promoteselleclive use or scarce 
energy resources and assists the national effort 
towards industrialisation and economic and social 
advancement in developing countries. 

Conservation of energy also helps lo mtligale 
adverse effects on the environment caused by the 
uncontrolled produclion and use of energy. 

'tH~ ~OLE OF= UNIOO ANO JAPAN 
IN F'AOMOTINO ENt:~GV CONS~RVATION. 

The Uniled Nations Industrial Development 
Organisation and the government or Japan have 
provided assistance and active support to 
promole energy conservation programmes in 
developing counlries. 

The forth coming Seminar on Energy Conserva
tion in the Cement and Ceramic Industries is one 
such activity organised by UNIDO and the Energy 
Conservation Centre, Japan in collaboration with 
the Office of the Minister of Energy Conservation, 
- nistry of Power and Energy, Sri Lanka. 

THE OBJECTIVE 

To Promote energy Conservation by transfer of 
technology related to er.ergy efficiency 
improvem.?nt. specifically in the Cement and 
Ceramic Industries, lhrough lectures, discussions 
and supplernenlary reference manuals. 

-- 7 -

THE TARGET GROUP 

Engineers, senior managers, middle level 
operating and production staff and energy 
managers particularly in the Cement and 
Ceramic industries. The Saminar w-JI be 
conducted in English by Japanese Experts. 

PARTICIPATION 

AR prospective participants are requested to 
complete the enclosed regislration card and 
retum same to the undersigned BEFORE 
10th May. 1994, even though !heir respective 
organisations have nominaled !hem earlier_ 
Organisalions nominating more than one 
participant may relum an cards under one 
cover. 

However all participanls will have to make 
their own arrangements for travel and 
ovemighl accommodalion. Such cosls mJl 
llQ1 b':? mcl by the sponsors. 

PLEASE RETURN THE REGISTRATION 
CARD AND ADDRESS ANY FURTHER 
INQUIRIES TO:-

G. T. Fernando 
Directer - Energy (D&I} 
Office of lhe Minister of Energy Conservation 
Minislry of Power & Energy, 
P.O. Box 576, Colombo. 
Tel: 449289 Fax: 422065 



.. 

SEMINAR ON ENERGY CONSERVATION 

IN THE 

CEMENT AND CERAMIC INDUSTRIES 

PROGRAMME FOR THE INAUGURAL SESSION 

18TH MAY 1994 

"AMETHYST ROOM", HILTON HOTEL, COLOMBO 

8.50 a.m. 

8.55 a.m. 

9.00 a.m. 

9.05 a.m. 

9.10 a.m. 

9.15 a.m. 

9.25 a.m. 

9.30 a.m. 

Arrival of Invitees 

Arrival of Chief Guest 

Lighting of Traditional Oil Lamp 

Welcome Address by Mr.W.R.B.Rajakaruna, 
Secretary, Energy Conservation 
Ministry of Power & Energy 

Address by Mr .Norio Fukushima, 
Leader of Japanese Panel of Lecturers 

Address by Chief Guest, 
Hon .Sarathchandra Rajakaruna, 
Minister of Ene:-gy Conservation 

Vote of Thanks by Mr.G.T.Fernando, 

Tea 

Director Energy (0&1), 
Ministry of Power & Energy 
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Appendix 6. Terms of Reference 

17 Noveaber 1993 

PllOCIWtllE OB USE OF EllllCY-SA.VDIC 'tEallOLOCIES 
IN CERAIUC AID> CEllEll'r DIDUS1RIES 

USJIAS/93/039 

mtlS OF BRDEIQ 
fPI SDIQIUBACTIIC llrCABJ7.6.TIOR 

To increase the awareness and knowledge of government officials and 
industrial users on appropriate energy-saving technologies in the Ceraaic and 
Cement Industries in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. 

II. Bacqroun<l inforMtion 

The current pattern of energy utilization in developing cowitries is not 
sustainable, since the excessive use of energy is one of the characteristics 
of aany industrial plants in these countries. Therefore, it is necessary to 
introduce and disseai.nate information about llOdem appropriate energy 
conservation/saving technologies among the parties concerned in governments 
and especially, at plant-level in industries in developing countries. 

In December 1983, UNIDO organized a Regional Meeting on Energy 
Consumption in Small and Medium Industries 3nd an Expert Group Meeting on 
Exchange of Experiences on Energy Conservation in Small and Medium Industries 
for Asian countries. During the meeting, it was revealed by some countries 
that for several energy-intensive industries (e.g. iron and steel, pulp and 
paper, glass. cement and ceramic, and cheai.cal industries) , a saving of up to 
10% on the energy consumption could be achieved through basic house-keeping 
improvements in terms of auditing and energy management. Larger savings could 
be achieved (up to 30% in a period of about 2-3 years) through the application 
of energy-saving technologies by retrofitting, installadon of control 
mechanisllS and simple process changes. 

The Fourth General Conference of UNIDO, held in August 1984, advocated 
UNIDO' s assistance to developing countries in their effort to achieve rational 
use of energy in industry and in obtaining energy f roa new and renewable 
sources. To achieve environ11entally sound industrialization for developing 
countries. UNIDO is now being strongly called upon to systematically integrate 
energy-management and energy-saving components into technical cooperation 
projects. 

In 1990, UNIDO started a new pro~ra.ae on the Rational Use of Energy
Saving Technologies and, in 1991, a first project - US/RAS/90/075 "Progr8Jllle 
for Rational Use of Energy in Iron and Steel and Textile Industry" - was 
approved, financed by the Government of Japan. In-plant surveys, seminars 6nd 
demonstration of factory audits on the application of appropriate technologies 
for the effective use of energy were conducted by Japanese and UNIDO 
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specialists in Malaysia and Indonesia. As a result of this programae. a Handy 
Manual to provide guidelines on Energy-Saving Technologies for Iron and Steel 
and Textile Industries has been prepared. The manuals. currently available in 
English. are in process of translation into French and Spanish in order to be 
disseminated to other developing countries in Asia. Africa and Latin America. 

The success of this proaotional activity prompted UNIDO to request the 
support of the Government of Japan to carry out a siailar project under this 
Prograame. A second project vas approved for the Rational Use of Energy-Saving 
Technologies in Pulp and Paper and Glass Industries in the Philippines and 
Thailand, where many of the above-mentioned industries were found. and hwaan 
resources as well as technological levels were adequate for applying energy 
conservation technologies. In addition UNIOO vas providing some as:: istance in 
the area of energy management. Al.so. strong counterpart institutions vere 
available. Surveys were carried out and the seminars and demonstration through 
factory audits were carried out in February 1993. Al.so. handy manuals for 
energy-saving technologies in the pulp/paper and glass industries have been 
prepared and will be widely disseainated in three languages. 

After these two experiences and aiter an asse£s•~nt done ty UNIDO and 
the Japanese counterpart on the excellent results and multiplier effects of 
this programme in developing countries. it was agreed. in principle. to submit 
a new project for the Rational Use of Energy-Saving Technologies in Ceramic 
and Cement Industries in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. There exists quite a good 
number of industries in these industrial sectors in both countries. but still 
the aspect of conservation of energy is in some way neglected. much energy is 
wasted and it is necessary to assist them to utilize appropriate techniques 
to avoid this. This is the reason why UNIDO has selected these two industrial 
branches in the two countries for our next project. Also. a strong and 
adequate counterpart has been identified and human resources as well as 
technological levels are adequate for introducing energy conservation 
technologies. {Refer to Annex IV of the project document for background 
information on the counterpart organizations and on the situation of ceramic 
and cement industries in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh). 

The experience obtained through this project will be applied to other 
programme/projects which involve more countries (regions) through the 
publication of the handy manuals on the energy-saving technologies. 

Under this regional programme. Sri Lanka and Bangladesh as well as other 
developing countries will benefit at the end of the project from UNIDO' s 
experience in promoting and applying energy-saving technologies in the ceramic 
and cement industries. with a multi plier effect in the industrial and 
technology process development as well as in the environment conservation in 
these countries. It is expected that under the same programme several other 
industrial sectors e.g. food, wooden industries and other chemical industries 
will be taken up in future activities. 

III. Scope of contractin& service 

A. The subcontractor is expected to carry out, during a period of 3 weeks. 
field surveys at plant level in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh in the ceramic 
and cement industries in order to define the various factors of 
excessive energy consumption and inefficient energy utilization. With 
the support of goverru1enc and local counterparts in both countries, the 
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subcontractor should select the plants listed in Annex I, ~~ich are 
presently energy in~ensive and could expect considerable improvements 
in their energy consumption. The surveys should include a detailed 
analysis of the type of Kilns used in the country and a comparative 
analysis of their energy efficiency; a review of the environmental 
aspects of the industries in relation to the choice and availability of 
energy sources and raw aaterials in the country and a diagnostic on the 
current batch cospositions by taking into account the locally available 
raw materials. The results of these observations will be utilized for 
the preparation of the draft 1111a.nual and demonstrated during the 
implementation of the seai.n:lrs. 

B. In close cooperation with the Directorate of Energy, Ministry of Energy 
Conservation of Sri Lanka and the Energy Monitoring and Conservation 
Centre. Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources of Bangladesh, two
days' seminars will be held in each country for top executives, middle 
level managers, government officials, engineers and technicians, and 
people responsible for the production process and policie$ regarding 
energy-saving aspects in the concerned industries of the two countries. 
The above-mentioned two government organizations have expressed their 
willingness to support this progra.1e and provide. in particular, 
assistance for the implementation of the seminars in their countries. 
The seminar lecturers will come from the subcontracted organization, 
from the counterparts in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh as well as from UNIDO 
HQ. 

C. The subcontractor will also carry out, during the seminar days in Sri 
Lanka and Bangladesh, an ex-post survey of the selected plants in order 
to assess the implementation and results of the application of the 
recommendations contained in the draft aanuals. 

D. UNIDO expects that the subcontractor prepares 600 copies each of the 
handy manuals in English on energy conservation/saving technologies in 
ceramic and cement industries, for the use of technical operators in 
improving energy efficiency practices at the plant level in developing 
countries. The two handy manuals will describe the selected energy 
conservation subjects according to the following frameworks: 

Manual 1 - Ceramic 

- Character of manual 
- Characteristics of Energy Consumption 

- Manufacturing Process and Hain Facilities: 
- Detailed analysis of all stages of manufacturing 

process vi th specific focus on the performance of 
ceramic kilns etc. 

- Situation of Energy Consumption: 
Description of state-of-the-art of energy saving 
schemes in ceramic industry with specific focus on 
newly emerging kiln technologies. 

- Rational Use of Energy: 
- Introduction of improved insulation and heat recovery 

systems. 
- Refractory applications in the ceramic industry and an 

analysis of related operational problems. 
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Manual 2 - Cement 

- Introduction of practical energy auditing techniques 
and energy efficiency analysis. 

- Energy-saving possibilities through selection of rav 
materials. 

- Kiln-firing systeas and firing techniques and 
introduction of corrective measures and/or 
technologies. 

- Character of Manual 
- Characteristics of Energy Consumption 

- Production of Processes and Hain Equipment 
- Situation of Energy Conswaption 
- Kilns process 
- Dust removal 
- Drying 

- Rational Use of Energy 
- Rationalization of Fuel Combustion 
- Waste heat recovery 
- Improvement of operation control 
- Improvement of production process 

The handy manuals will demonstrate innovative energy 
conservation/saving technologies developed in Japan and adapted to the 
conditions and requirements of the ceramic and cement industries in 
developing countries. All analysis and reco111111endations given are based 
on existing and available technological solutions and resources. The 
suppliers of technology and sources of information must clearly be 
indicated. During the preparation of the handy manuals, information 
available on UNIDO' s expertise and experience in promoting energy 
conservation/saving technologies in developing countries as well as 
those available in Japan will be reviewed by the subcontractor and 
incorporated into the proposed technical manuals. 

The two technical handy manuals should be prepared in English language. 
Three copies of the draft handy manuals vill be submitted to UNIDO by 
the subcontractor for co111111ents before final printing. 600 copies of 
each of the two technical handy aanuals vill be required to be 
forwarded to UNIDO HQ for distribution in developing countries. The two 
handy manuals will be prepared very clearly and in a simple style in 
order to have a practical application by the users. 

E. A final report which summarizes all work done, including the outputs of 
the seminars held in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, as well as 
reco111111endations and conclusions for follow-up actions in dissemination 
of energy-conservation technologies among developing countries will be 
prepared by the subcontractor. 3 copies of the draft final report in 
English shall be submitted to UNIDO HQ for co1111ents. The final version 
of this report should be prepared in 10 copies and forwarded to UNIDO 
HQ. 
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F. The subcontractor vill provide the folloving persormel to carry out the 
scheduled project activities: 

3 experts (a te .. leader. a Cement expert and a Ceraaic expert) 
for 3 veelts. to i.8ple11ent plant observations in Sri Lanka and 
Bangladesh including supervision of the local counterparts. 

A Cement expert and a Ceraai.c expert for 2 weeks. to organize 
seai.nars and hold lectures as vell as to take care of the 
disseaination of the technical •nuals in Sri Lanka and 
Bangladesh and to carry out an ex-post survey of the selected 
plants to assess the iapleJMntation and results of energy 
conservation measures recommended by the subcontractor teaa. 

During the preparation and iaple9entation of all these activities, 
national experiences and expertise of the tvo countries on the 
application of energy conservation/saving technologies shall be 
involved and presented during the seainars. 

G. The subcontracting organization vi.11 be fully responsible for the 
provision of all necessary facilities and services to conduct the 
scheduled seminars in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh for 2 days each and for 
about 50 participants of each (ceramic and cement industries) seminar. 

In particular the following facilities will be provided by the 
subcontractor: 

Seminar registration desks and receptions 

Simultaneous interpretation services (English, Japanese and 
national language) 

Microphones 

Audio-visual equipments, projector, movie screen, vide~-tape 
players, tape recorder, etc. 

Podium for lectures 

Miscellaneous services 

The local counterparts in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh shall assist the 
subcontractor in the provision of the above-mentioned facilities, but 
at no cost to them. 

H. The subcontracting organization shall plan the activities falling under 
the scope of the subcontracting service in accordance with the 
Tentative Work Plan at Annex II. 

IV. Eyalyation 

The project shall be subject to evaluation in accordance with the 
policies and procedures established for this purpose by UNIDO. Follow-up 
activities will be undertaken by each country's government authorities and 
enterprises. 
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KaV/toreccj 

ANNEX I 

LIST OF CERAMIC AND CEMENT INDUSTRIES IN SRI LANKA AND BANCUJ>ESH 

A. SRI lANKA - Ceraaic Industries 

1. Lanka Ceraaics Ltd. - Piliyandala Factory 
2. • • • - Negoabo Factory 
3. Dankotuva Porcelain Ltd. - Dankotuv& 
4. Ceraaic World Ltd. - Biyagaaa 
5. Lanka Porcelain Ltd. 
6. Lanka Valltiles Ltd. 
1. Boralesgaauva Ceraaic Factory Ltd. 
8. Keetiyagoda. Ceramic Factory Ltd. 
9. Decliytavela Ceramic Factory Ltd. 

10. Hungaaa Ceramic Factory Ltd. 
11. Lanka Tiles Ltd. 

B. SRI lANKA - Cement Industries 

1. Ceylon Cement Corporation - Puttlam Cement Factory 
2. " • • - Galle Cement Factory 
3. Clinker Processing Factory - Trincomallee 

C. BANGLADESH - Ceramic Industries 

1. Kono Ceramics Ltd. 
2. Bangali Fine Cerami.cs Ltd. 
3. B.C.I.C - Tiles, Sanitary wares and Insulators Factories 

D. BANGIADESH - Cement Industri~~ 

1. Bangladesh Chemical Industry Corporation - Chattak Cement factory 
2. Chittagong Clinker Factory 
3. Khulna Clinker Factory 
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Tentatl ve Vorkplan 

Project USJRAS/93/039 

Activities lst 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 
month 110nth 110nth 110nth aonth aonth 11<>nth 110nth month 

Award of 
Contract 

Field Survey 
(Sri Lanka, 
Bangladesh) 

Preparation of 
Manuals: 
- Manuscript in 

.Japanese 
- English Translation 
- Submission and 

Approval of draft 
Kami.al s by UNIDO 

Final approval 

Preparation/ 
finalization of 
Seminars' I 
Progr&1111es ,.._~-+~~-+-~~-+-~~-+~~--i,..._~~t-~----1 

Printing of Manuals 
I 

Preparation of 
Seminars 

Advertising of the 
Seminars 

Holding Seminars 
(2 days each place 
+ UNIDO staff mission) 

Preparation of a 
Report 
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I HANDY MANUAL I 
CERAMIC INDUSTRY 

,~,~ 

UNIDO 
~~I?' ~~: 

Output of a Se...,inar on 
• •. . l 

Energy Cons~r~ation. · 
in .ceramic lndustrv : · 

,. . 
. · · Sponsored by : '. ·· · · · 

United Nations Industrial· Development ·organization 
. '· ... : : :' ::: . : . "(UNID9) . " .. : : . ·.·· : : . . :·: . 

':.·.:.:'::.,:<.• <:,.·· ~·,,d .. '.·<· :'; .. , .'\ .·' '." '."· .::. ·'· 
·· .·. Mini~try ,of,J~~erll.a.t.ion~I Tr~~~::~.n.d .Industry'? '·: · ·=>.':~': • 
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PREFACE 

1be conservation of energy is an essential step we can all take towards overcoming the mounting 

problems of the worldwide energy crisis and environmental degradation. In particular. developing 

counlrics arc interested to increase their awareness on the inefficient power generation and energy 

usage in their countries. However. usually only limited information sources on the rational USI" of 

energy are available. 

1bc know-how on modem en~rgy saving and conservation technologies should. therefore, be 

disseminated to government and industrial managers, as well as to engineers and operators at the plant 

level in developing countries. It is particularly important that they acquire practical knowledge of 

the currently available energy conservation technologies and techniques. 

In December 1983, UNIDO organized a Regional Meeting on Energy Consumption as well as 

an Expert Group Meeting on Energy Conservation in small- and medium-scale industries for Asian 

countries. During these meetings, it was brought out that, for some energy intensive industries, 

savings up to 10% could be achieved through basic housekeeping activities, such as auditing and 

energy management 

All these experiences brought UNIDO to prepare a regional programme on the promotion and 

application of energy saving technologies in selected subsectors, since the rational use of energy calls 

for a broad application of energy conservation technologies in the various industrial sectors where 

energy is wasted. One of these energy intensive industrial sectors to be considered to improve 

efficiency through the introduction of mcxlem energy conservation technologies is the ceramic 

industry. 

1bc ceramic industry consumes much energy. The ceramic industry is also noted for great 

percentage of the energy cost in the total production cost 

In the ceramic industry, appreciable amounts of energy could be saved or conserved by 

preventing ofleakage in the kilns and controlling of combustion, modifying the equipment to recover 

heat from the kiln in the process of ceramic-firing. 

Currently. UNIDO is implementing this programme with the financial support of the Japanese 

Government, in selected Asian developing countries. This programme aims at adapting these 

innovative energy conservation technologies, developed in Japan, to the conditions of developing 

countries. 



In this programme. we arc considering that the transfer of these 1echnologies could be achieved 

through: 

(i) Conducting surveys of energy usage and efficiency at the plant level; 

(ii) Preparing handy manuals on ene1~y mana.,oement and energy conservation/saving 

technologies, based on the findings of ll!C above survey; 

(iii) Presenting and discussing the handy manuals at seminars held for government officials. 

represerttatives of industries. plant managers and engineers; 

(iv) Disseminating the handy manuals IO olher developing countries for their proper utiliza

tion and application by the industrial sector. 

The experience obtained through this programme will be applied to ctlter programmes/projects 

which involve other industrial scclOrs as well as other developing countties and regions. 

UNIDO has started this programme with the project USIRAS/90I075 - Rational Use of Energy 

Resources in Siet:I and Textile Industry in Malaysia and Indonesia and the project USIRASl92/035 

- Rational Use of Energy Saving Technologies in Pulp/Paper and Glass Indusuy in Philipp!nes and 

Thailand. These were followed by project USJRAS/93/039 Program for the Use of Energy Saving 

Technologies in the Ceramic and Cement Industries in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. 

The present Handy Manual on Ceramic Industry was prepared by UNIOO, with the cooperation 

of experts from the Energy Conservation Center (ECC) of Japan, on energy saving technologies in 

the framework of the above-mentioned UNIDO projecL It is based on the results of the surveys 

carried out, the plant observations and the recommendations and suggestions emanating from the 

Seminars on Energy Conservation in the Ceramic Industry, held under the same project in May 1994 

in Dhaka, Bangladesh and Colombo, Sri Lanka respectively. The handy manual will not only be 

interesting for government and representatives from industry. but it is, in particular, designed for 

plant-level engineers and operalOrs in developing countries as a tool to improve energy efficiency in 

the production process. 

Appreciation is expressed for the valuable contribution made by the following institutions to <he 

successful preparation and publication of the manual mentioned atxwe: 

Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, Bangladesh 

Ministry of Power and Energy, Sri Unka 

Ministry of International Trade and Industry (Mill), Japan 

The Ener11 Conservation Center (ECC), Japan 

June 1994 
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1. Manufacturing process of ceramics 

Naturally occurring inorganic subslanCes are heat-treated after adjustment of the grain size and 

moisture. and some of them are completely molten to be fanned into ceramics; while others are 

fonned, heat-treated and made into the ceramic products in the sintered state immediately before 

being molten. lbe fonner product fonned in the molten state is known as glass, and the latter product 

finished in the sintered state includes pottery. refractories. sanitary ware, tiles and cemcnl. Thcse 

ceramics are called traditional ceramics. By contrast, extremely fine particles of high-purity 

inorganicsubstancessuchasalumina(A~OJ.silica(Si02),zirconia(Zr02)andsiliconnitride(SiJNJ 
are sintered at a high temperature and made into ceramics; they are called advanced ceramics. These 

advanced ceramics are used in electronic parts and mechanical parts. lbe following describes the 

traditional ceramics production process: 

1.1 Classification of ceramics 

Ceramics can be classified in m:my ways; Table 1 shows one of the classifications and Fig. l 

illustrates the classification of the pottery. 

Table 1 Classification of ceramics 

Traditional ceramics 

:~:u 
Single subsunce Zirconia 

Silicon carbide 

Silicon nitride 

-E
Mullitc 

L....(;ompos1itc S11bstance ~-silk·on nilride 

Silicon nilOOe-silicon carbide 

t
Claywue 

Pottery• &nhen ~ 

S1one ware 

Porcelain ware 

Glass 

Refracrories 

Cement 

•Clay ware: Clay ware is ~uced by firinc lhe clay material al a low temperature (IOSO"C) after 
lhe water of erySlllliution has been dehydrated. It includes tiles and nowerpocs. 
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. 

Earthen ware : The earthen ware is produced by firing in lhe shrinking period of lhc crystallization 

process of new cryslals (mullite, cristobalite by solid reaction, etc.). and the firing 

temperablre is from 1050 to 1150·c. 

Stone ware : Stone ware is produced by firing al lhc maximum density ( 1150 to l 2SO"C) in lhc 

advanced gaification process. 

Porcelain : Porcelain is produced by firing (at the temperatuR of 12SO"C or more) until lhc 

product becomes ttamlucent with an increase in ga phase. 

Firing T erqierature (C) 
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\ 
~5 ' 
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I I 
I I 

' I 

I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
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r 
Clay Ware 11p~ Ware 

Stone Ware 
Earthen Ware 

Figure 1 Classlflcatlon of the pottery and ehrlnkage rate 
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1.2 Manufacturing process of ceramics 

The following describes the !'e\..-ent production process of traditional 1.-eramics. 

The basic production process of traditional ceramics is shown below: 

Raw material-+ m1shing and seconJarj crushinz-+ blending-+ pulverization and kneading 

-+ forming -+ drying -• firing -+ processing and shipment 

Figure 2 Manufacturing flow of sanitary ware 
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(I) Raw material 

Natural raw materials contain mixtures of var;ous components. The quality of ceramic 

products will deteriorate if much iron and tilallium arc contained, so it is ilccessary to use 

the materials containing the least of these elements. The components of the narural raw 

material vary according to the lot to be produced; therefore, it is essential to set up material 

acceplallce standards to inspect chemical components, refractoriness, ignition loss and 

other related factors. 

(2) Crushing 

The ore is crushed to get raw materials, and forming and sintering properties vary according 

to the grain size, as shown below: 

Coarse 

Fine 

Foaning 

Poor 

Good 

Sjntcring 

Poor 

Good 

It can be seen from the above that the material should be crushed to finer particles. 

(3) Blending and kneading 

Technical know-how is the most important in this process second to the firing process, and 

the final product depends on this biending process. The yield, quality and workability are 

also affected by this process. The major points in the kneading process is how to knead the 

material unifonnly with water and how to mix various materials. 

(4) Forming 

Metal molds and plaster molds patterns are used in most cases of ceramics forming. Since 

the ceramics will shrink when fired, it is necessary to take it into account when determining 

the shape of these molds. Thus, special production know-how is required to produce a mold 

with a complicated shape. 
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(5) Drying 

The drying process is an important process affecting tlle prodUCl yield. and requires a longer 

time than many of Olher processes. 

Inappropriate drying may cause the products to be cut or broken; this makes it essential to 

find out appropriate conditions of temperature. humidity and time. 

The waste heat of the kiln is generally used as the heat source for drying. If this is 

insufficient. the hot air generator is also used to make up for the insufficiency. 

(6) Firing 

Firing for the pottery and refractories is actually sintcring which causes the crystals to be 

combined with one anodter. Firing is terminated before the material gets molten. In 

contrast. temperature is raised until the iired product is molten completely; this is called 

glass. A kiln is used to manufacture the former product. while a furnace is used to produce 

the latter. 
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2. Characteristics of energy consumption in ceramic manufacturing 
2.1 Energy consumption 

Two lypcs of energy are used in lhc ceramic industry; electric energy a."td chc:nical energy. 

1be electric energy is used in r NO different ways; mechanical energy when used in lhc mOlor and 

fan of lhe machine. and lhennal energy when used lO heal the kilns and furnaces. 

The chemical energy of petroleum fuel is all converted inlO lhermal energy lhrough combustion 

s:eaction. Energy used in lhe ceramic industry is prcdominzntly occupied by petroleum enugy. Table 

2 illustrates the percentage of the energy cost in the production cost in Japan. As shown. Jhe 

percentage oflhe ceramic industry (including cement. glass and pOltery) is 8.9 percent. the greatest 

figure second to iron and steel. 1be percentage of the energy cost in the tOlal ceramics production 

cost is belween 5 and 20 percent. although it varies according to the product type and fuel price. 

Reduction of energy cost will contribute to cutt!ng down of the production cost. and increasing of the 

profit. 

Table 2 Energy cost by Industry 

Basic chemicals 14.2% 

Chemical fiber materials 11.3 

Pig iron and crude steel 103 

Ceramic industry 8.9 

Pulp and paper 5.3 

Rubber product 2.8 

Fishery and fooJsruff 1.2 

Electric machinery 1.0 

Precision machinery 0.9 

Transportation machinery 0.8 

Printing and publicalion 0.7 

Source: Agency of National Resources and Energy 

The drying and firing proce:;ses in ceramic production use much energy; furthr.rmore. electric 

machineries (e.g. molor, fan) use electric energy. or these processes, the firing process is the greatest 

energy consumer. 
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Firing is an es.o;cntial process in the cer.imic production process. and heat (combusted exhaust gas. 

heat when cooling. namely. waste heat) produced in this process is used as a heat source to dry the 

fanned product or as the sc~-ondary air for combustion. thus leading to energy conservation. 

2.2 Drying process 

1be drying process in the ceramic industry is rhe greatest energy consumer second to the firing 

process. Drying means loss of moisture from the surface of the substance by evaporation. and the 

drying speed depends on the temperature and hurr.idity. When the substance is dried and moisture 

is lost, particles are put close to each other, resulting in shrinkage. 

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the drying time and speed. The constant rate drying period 

is the period when balance is kept between moisture shifting from inside the substance to the surface 

and mo:sture evaporation from the surface. The first falling drying rate period is the period when 

moisture shifts from inside the substance to the surface with reduced moisture evaporating from the 

surface. The second falling drying rate period is the period when evaporation takes place inside and 

vapor diffuses to the surface. without moisture shifting from inside the substance. Cracks due to 

drying is caused during tllc period when the green body :.brinks that is. when the temperature gradient 

is steep under drying conditions between the constant ra:e drying p<;riod and first falling drying rate 

period, or when the temperature is excessive I y low. It is essential to have a correct understanding on 

lhese conditions before starting the drying process. 
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Figure 3 Drying time and speed 

2.3 Firing process 

The firing process uses a kiln featuring great energy consumi>tion. and natural raw materials are 

used to produce ceramics. It is essential to have a correct understanding on the following thermal 

changes (drying, dehydration. decomposition. combination. inversion. vitrification) before working 

out the firing curve. Fig. 4 shows the heat curve of the porcelain. 

(1) Room temperature to 900•c 

The green body is dried in the first phase. Normally drying is completed before firing. but 

il may contain I to 2 percent moisture before entering the kiln. This moisture is evaporated 

before the temperature rexhes 2oo·c. Then. when the temperature is between 300 and 

soo·c, organic substances contained in the material are carbonized or combusted. The 

strength of the material is reduced in this period. The waler of crystallization of the clay 

mineral contained in the material is subjected to hydration and decomposition at 500 to 

1oo·c. Since this reaction is an endothennic reaction, heal is absorbed into the gray body, 

and 1empera1ure does not rise. This requires supply of necessary heat in sufficient amount. 
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The organic substance carbonized at 300 to soo·c is subjected to oxidation from about 

800-C. and so-called soot removal is carried out. To remove soot completely during this 

period. it is necessary to take time to supply sufficient amount of air. 

Firing stans partly at the end of the oxidation period. the strength is increased slightly over 

thal of the gray body. If left cooled, the biscuit ware (unglai.ed earthen W3J'C) will be 

produced. This is provided with glazing and glost firing. In the case of pottery. there is no 

dehydration of carbonized clay mineral of the organic substance or oxidation of carbon up 

to 900"C; therefore, it is not necessary to pay particular attention to the heat curve. 

(2) From 900°C to the maximum temperature 

Acti'·~ sintering talces place during this period, and the gray body goes on shrinking 

considerably. Therefore, temperature must be raised unifonnly while sufficient attention 

is paid to avoid uneven shrinkage and deformation. At this stage of temperature, reduction 

and sintering may be performed depending on the type of the firing goods. The temperature 

of the sintered pottery and refractories is raised to the specified value, then heating is 

terminated. When the gray body is large, temperature differences occur. To prevent this, 

the product must be kept for some time at the maximum temperature zone. 

(3) Cooling 

When cooling has started after the maximum temperature is exceeded, the gray body is 

vitrified to the maximum density, and the glaze is molten to be vitreous. The key point in 

the cooling process is to cool gfass inversion point of the cristobalite at about 573 ·c and 

about 250"C gradually whe1. quartz (Si0
2
) is included in the gray body. At other tempera

ture ranges it is not affected by the cooling speed, so the speed should be increased 

maximally to reduce the firing period. 
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Figure 4 Porcelain heat curve 
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3. Promotion of energy conservation technique 

Energy conservation in industrial sectors starts from lhe software including operation control 

and process control, then extends into the field of hardware including equipment improvement and 

process improvement. Generally. energy conservation efforts can be classified into lhe following 

three steps: 

Step I - Good housekeeping 

Energy conservation efforts are made without much equipment investment. including elimination 

of lhe minor waste, review of the operation standards in the production line, more effective 

management. improvement of employees' cost consciousness, group activities, and improvement of 

operation technique. 

For example, such efforts include management to prevent unnecessary lighting of the electric 

lamps and idle operation of the motors, repair of steam leakage. as well as reinforcement of heat 

insulations. 

Step 2 - Equipment improvement 

This is the phase of improving the energy efficiency of the equipment by minor modification of 

lhe existing production line to provide a waste heat recovery equipment and a gas pressure recovery 

equipment or by introduction of efficient energy conservation equipment. including replacement by 

advanced equipment. For example, energy conservation efforts in lhis step include an effective use 

of lhe waste heat recovery in combustion furnaces and introduction of the furnace top gas pressure 

recovery generator in lhe iron and steel works and waste heat recovery generator in cement plant. 

Step 3 - Process improvement 

This is intended to reduce energy consumption by substantial modification of lhe production 

process it.self by technological development. Needless to say, this is accompanied b;· a large 

equipment investment. However, lhis is linked to modernization of the process aimed at energy 

conservation, high quality, higher added value, improved product yield and man power saving. 
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1be following shows the classification of energy conservation techniques in the ceramic 

industry: 

Drying process Firing process 

lst step 1) Combustion control l) Exhaust gas temperature control 
(combustion temperature) 2) kiln seal 

3) Cooling air 
4) Air ratio 
5) Firing management (heat curve, tern-

perature distribution in the kiln. kiln 
pressure, atmosphere) 

6) Loading pattern on the kiln car 
7) Clearance between th.? kiln wall and 

kiln car 
8) Sand seal 
9) Kiln car pushing speed 

2nd step 2) Heat insulation l) Refractories on the kiln car (to be light 
in weight) 

2) Refractories in the periodic kiln (to be 
light in weight) 

3) Form of the tunnel kiln 
4) Recovery of the exhaust gas 
5j Kiln car pushing speed 

3rd Step I) Conversion from the tuMel kiln to the 
roller hearth kiln 

3.1 Energy conservation technique In drying process 

Electric and gas energy are used for material adjustment and fonning in the ceramic production 

process. The greatest amounts of energy are consumed to dry the fanned product and by the kiln 

(tunnel kiln and shuttle kiln) in the firing process. 

Heat during the cooling in the above kiln is generally used as heat source for the fonned products 

in the ceramic production process. However, this heat alone is not sufficient, and the heat regenerator 

(boiler, hot air generator) is used to make up for this insufficiency. 

lberefore, the structure of the drier is so designed that the outer wall is provided with the heat 

insulation board and wool in order to prevent heat dissipation. 

To improve the drying efficiency, the jet type drier is also used in recent years, where hot air 

directly hits the fonned product. What should be borne in mind in this case, however, is that the 

product may be broken or the plaster mould may be cracked if air with excessive temperature or 
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humidity is used; this is because hot air hits the product at a very high speed. Efforts m:.a.>t be made 

to find out the appropriate temperature and humidity. 

3.2 En1:-rgy conservation technique in firing process 

3.2.1 Heat b21ance 

The kiln including the tunnel ki, "Uld shuttle kiln consumes L'le greatest amount of energy in the 

production process. The following describes the energy conservation for the tunnel kiln and shuttle 

kiln: 

The fllStstep in promoting energy conservation activities is a co1Tect understanding of the cum:.'lt 

situation. Namely, conect information on how, where and how much energy is used and wasted will 

make it possible to determine the target for reducing the energy loss and to initial J the improvemer.ts. 

This is known as "heat balance ... The heat balance defines the quantitative relationship between the 

heat supplied to the thermal equipment (heat input) and the consumed heat (heat output). In all cases. 

the total heat input is perfectly equal to the total heat output The degree of economic use of heat in 

a thermal equipment depends on distribution of various types of heat constituting the heat output with 

respect to heat input 

(I) Heat input 

• Heat retained by fuel 

Combustion heat - calorific value of fuel x fuel consumption 

• Heat carried in by the heated object 

Volume of heated object x its specific heat x temperature difference 

(2) Heat output 

• Heat carried away by the heated object 

Volume of heated object x its specific heat x tempcratu1e difference 

• Heat carried away by waste heat 

Volume of waste heat x its :;pecific heat x tempcra<urc a .. ference 

• Heat carried away by combusted exhaust gas 

Volume of exhaust gas x its specific heat x temperature difference 

• Heat loss by radiation and conduction 

Difference between total heat input and total heat outpul 
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(3) Thermal efficiency 

1lie thennal efficiency is expressed by "effective heat .. divided by "heat input... 1be 

effe;:tive heat is defined as the heat required to fire the heated object; namely. it is the volume 

of heated object by its specific heat by maximum temperature. 

Bast.don the calculation ~ethod discussed above, the heat balance of the tunnel kiln (biscuit kiln, 

glost kiln) and shuttle kiln for the tableware is shown in Table 3 and :=ig. 5. 

Table 3 Heat balance 

Biscuit kiln Glost kiln 
Shuttle kiln 

Calorific ... Calorific ... (GIOSl fuing) 
value (kcal) Value (ltcal) 

Hea1 from combustion of fuel 1685.4x 10' 98.5 64926x 10' 99.7 

Hw from prefiring !oods. sagger and 
11.2 0.7 6.2 0.2 ;; kiln furniture c. .: 

HC31 from kiln car 13.9 0.8 3.2 0.1 

Total 1710.5 100.0 6502 100.0 

Hea1 loss from firing goods, sagger and 
118.0x 10' 6.9 161.3 x 10' 2.5 

kiln fumitim 

Heal loss from kiln car 171.3 10.0 206.l 3.2 
;; 

Hw loss from waste heal 119.0 7.0 2576.4 39.6 c. 
;; 
0 Heal loss from combustion gas 3S8.4 21.0 1497.1 23.0 

Hea1 loss from r.tdia1ion, .;:ooduction 943.8 55.1 2061.1 31.7 

Total 1710.5 100.0 6502 IOC..O 

Thermal efficiency of firing goods 22.3'1> 7.J'li 4.6'1> 

Thermal efficiency of firing goods, sagger and 
66.1% 32.9% '8.7'1> 

kiln furniture 
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Figure 5 Heat flow of glost kiln 
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The heat balance c~my shows how heat is used. The thennal effic!ency of the fired products 

alone is very close to 7.3 percent in glo.<it firing. This means that, even when I 00 liters of oil are 

combusted, only 7.3 liters contribute to firing, and the remaining 92.7 liters of oil are wasted, 

evidencing that this is an extremely ineffective thennal equipmenL Then where is it wasted? 

As will be clear from the description of the heat output, heat losses by combusted exhaust gas, 

radiation, conduction, waste heat and kiln car are greaL 

(1) Heat loss by combusted exhaust gas 

Heat Joss by exhaust gas can be calculated in the following equation: 

Q-VxCpxAt 

where V : Exhaust gas (Nm3/h) 

Cp: Specific heat of exhaust gas (lccaVNm3 "C) 

At : Difference between exhaust gas temperature and cuter air temperature ("C) 

Of these factors, At, exhaust gas temperature, should be kept as low as possible, but it should 

be noted that problems may lie with the dew point. When the fuel has much sulfur content, 

the dew point is from 120 to I 60°C. and tl1e exhaust gas temperature cannot be set below 

this point. The specific heat of the exhaust gas depends on the temperature, but not very 

much. Therefore, heat loss by exhaust gas can oc considered to be proportional :o the 

volume of exhaust gas. 
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Normally. many of the runnel kilns have a smaller internal pressure than the atmospheric 

pressure in the prtfiring zone; this results in entry of the outer air into the kiln. The incoming 

air not only increases the volume of the exhaust gas . but also reduces the temperature near 

the position where it has entered. This wiil cause temperature differen•:e to occur between 

the uppe• and lower parts. Therefore, small clearance; must be sealed with fibers or similar 

materials. 

(2) Heat loss by radiation and conduction 

This heat loss is the Ion of heat radiated from the kiln wall, and is related to the surface area 

of the kiln. This suggests that kiln shape- is very crucia'.. 

(3) Heat loss by waste heat 

Normally heat is taken from the cooling zone and is used to dry the products. This is 

considered to be an effective use of heat. However, the heat cannot be obtained without any 

fuel; some amount of fuel is required. From the viewpoint of the kiln alone, use of much 

of this waste heat for drying will reduce thermal efficiency of the kiln. 

(4) Heat loss by kiln car 

This heat corresponds to the heat carried away by the kiln car when it comes out of the kiln. 

It can be calculated in the following equation: 

Q-Wx Cpxt.t 

where W : Weight of the car (kg/car) 

Cp: Specific heat of the car refractory (kcaVkg"C) 

t.t : Difference between the car temperature at the kiln outlet and outer air tempera

ture ("C) 

Cp is a constant to be determined by the material of the refractory to be used. Use of the 

heat insulation bricks or ceramic fibers will reduce the weight, so the result will be "killing 

two birds with one stone". 
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The thermal efficiency of the periodic kiln is 4.6 poorerrhan tharofthe tunnel kiln; rhis is because 

the temperature is raised or lowered every time. in other word!;. the kiln is heated ..md cooled. This 

is because the heat to raise kiln temperature is greater than the heat rr leased from the kiln wall surface. 

The heat reserve Q (kcal) of the kiln is determined by the kiln weight W (kg). the average 

temperature rise 61 ("C) of the kiln wall within the heating time. and the specific heat of the kiln 

mzterial Cw (kcal/kg "C). 

Q-WxCwxllt 

Thus. in order to make Cw smaller, the periodic kilns in recent years use insulating bricks and 

ceramic fibers rather than refractory bricks, as is the case with the above mentioned car structure. In 

this way. reduction in the weight of the kiln material will also mean a reduced Cw-value. This will 

reduce Q. resulting in a reduced amount of fuel consumptio=i. 

Table 4 shows an example of the heat balance recording format for tlte tunnel kiln for firing the 

pottery and refractories. 
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Table 4 Heat balance recording format 

(I) Outline of kilns 

Factury name l..oalion I 
Pe!son in charge 

Kiln number 

Type and form 
-

Dimensions (lmgth. widlh, height) m 

Effective area m' 

Surface am m: 

!\:umber of can in kiln 

Tocal floor ain of car nr 
Type. capacity lllCI number of burners 

Sys1em 

Fan Type 
c 
.2 Volume and pressuR 
~ Pa{m'~· mmAq} c .. 
> Chimney Dimensions (diameter, hrighll m 

Name and number of lhc 
equipment for joint use 

Type, form and capacity of lhc equipment 
using waste heat 

History 

Remarks 

Source: JIS R0301 Heat balancing of pottery and refractory firing tunnel kiln 
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(2) Measurement items 

M~mcm prnod (ume nl .Wei I 
Name of meuuring pcrson(SI I 

Clim;atc I A:rnosphmc pmllllt l'l{mmffJ} ~ airlmlpmbft "Cl Humidity' I inside - lrlllptQllft "C 

l I I 
Combustioa tquipnc1I DI fmlilaor •tdl dlrir coadiboas 

Firing product 

Kiln lend rate .. 

Fning time and cooling time h 

A~ within firin~ zone -. l.'02 I 02 I co 
I I 

Type 

Properties Moisture 

Specific gravity 

Viscosity 

Com- Liquid fuel c, h. s, n. 0 .. 

position Fuel gas 01. H2, NJ. CO, .. 
C02, CH.., C1H6. 

.... CJHii, CcH10 
if Calorific High he:lt kl/kg {kcallkg} or 

value value ltltm1"' {kallm1N} 

Low heal kJ/kg {kQ)lkg} or 
value kJtm3:<1 {kcalfm3'1} 

0pcra1ing ~pm~ ·c 
Used Total kgorm3N Total I Firing zone I Prdlca1ing zone 
quamity I I 

Pnproduct kgorm3
"' 

Volume Primary air m3N 

Secondary air m31'1 

c Pn kg or m1 of fuel ml"' 
.S! Tempera- Primary air ·c ;; 
j ture Secondary air ·c g 
" Pressure Blower ouilct Pa {mmAq} .. 
.2 .. Prdleater inlet Pa {mmAq} < 

Preheater outlet Pa {mmAq} 

Air ratio Combustion chamber outlet 

Kiln outlet 

00 
Volume ml"' 

c. ·c 8 Tempera- Inlet to kiln 

" lure Outlet from kiln ·c .. 
.2 .. Prcssu:e Inlet to kiln Pa (mmAq} 
'J 

I Outlet from kiln Pa (mmAq} 
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I~ Volume m.1sorkg 

.... T.:mpcn- lnkt ·c 5 
~ ~ Oullct ·c ;., 

Typo: tcomposi1ion 3nd specific he3r) 

;; Mass I 

= MoiSlllre W;urr :idhcmt '\ ] 
c. Wat.er of aystalliurion .. 

"::I 
~ Combusli- "& I C;a)o... I Ulkg {knllkg} .:: 
c blccom- nfic 
:J ponmt 'to I value I k.ilkg {knlikg} 

TcmperatUR at kiln inlet ·c I 

~ Mus t 

"'8 Muimum firing 1empcranare "C 
21:. 

~ Tcmpcnnae at kiln oudd ·c 
ii: Firing ignition loss 'Ii 
I!! Type (including specific heal for each type) 
·~ 
.a Mass Saggtt t 
~ Kilnfumi~ t 
1 Tcmpcn- at kiln inlet ·c 5. 
=- nue at kiln outlet ·c 
"' 

Number 

Mass per Refractory I 

:0 unit Iron part t ... 
..5 Tempennin: Refractory ·c ~ 

at kiln inlet/ ·c OUllel Iron part 

Specific heat for each 1ype k.llkc ·c {kcaLtg ·q 
Volume Overall volume mJN 

.. Per I kg or I m2 N of fuel, mJN 
• 00 Tempera- Firing zone ·c .. = lure ·c • Prchea1ing zone .s:. 
"" .. Main flue ·c 

"C 
!4 

Pressure Firing zone Pa (mmAq} 1 e Prchea1ing zone Pa {mmAq} 
8 Main flue Pa (mmAq} 

Composition ir. main flue (COl, 02, CO) .., 
~ ii Volume mJ 

i:~ 
·h Temperalure al o.ith:t and blowing inlet ·c 
a~ 
.5 Inlet (lop. side, door) ·c 
~ 

8 l'rchca1ing zone (lc.p, side) ·c 
~ 

Firing ione (lop. side) ·c ~ 
~ Cooling zone (lop. sid~) ·c e 
l:< 

,14 Oullct (top. side, door> ·c ... 
Duel leading from kiln and rans ·c " "' 

Remarks 
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(3) Heat balance 

l 
·= 

hem 

(I) Heat of combustlOll oHuel Q. 
(2) Sc:tsiblc hc:ll or fuel Q1r 

(3) Heat carried in by i:nfiring goods. sagger ;tlld 

---..klt'!. ~j~~- --- - -- - -- - - - - -- --- -- - - - - - - - - .Q~ --
. !~!.ti~~ ~!,I! !Jy~f~g ~ -- - -- - - - -- - _q~~-

(b) Heat cmicd in by sagger and kiln fumirure Qc? 

(~- .1-!~_c_~_i!'.~l~ _____________ _________ .CJ'! .. 
. 5~!. tf~~ ~~!I! !>y_~J~~~~-'Yl. ----------_q~ -

(bl Hat cmicd in by car (iron) Q.n. 
(5) Heal carried in by combuslible componmt i."Kluded 

in the i:nfmng goods Qr 

(I) Heal carried ;away by pref Iring goods.. sagger 

---~-~i~.i'l}~i~- - -- - - - --- - ----- --- -- . - -- .JJI.._ -
.5~L~~; ~~!"'..·J-~~ ~~!i.!1J.~-- _______ Q!I __ 

(b) Hear carried ;away by sagger and kiln fuminne (}fl 

(2) Hear carried away by car Q1 
· ci.i-Hai ciiriid iw·a;.· i;1 car (riftxiOfY)- - - - - -- - • o~i-
· ci>i-i1C3i cisrieii i;;ay-by ca; cirti~i--- ---- -- ---- ·fi;i-

[ (3) Hear carried away by combusled exhaus1 gas Q• 
:; 
0 

i 
(~- _f!~-~-~~y_by_ ~l}~g_a}~ _____________ .<J!. _ 
. 5~!. t'~~~ ~~ ~!'!-J. ~l ~~ ~~~t ~- - - - - - - .<J!•. -

(b) Sensible heat of vapor in lhe combusted 
exhaust gas 

(5) Heat loss by incomplete combustion 

(6) Heat carried away by steam evapcratcd from lhe 
prcfiring goods moistun: Qt 

(7) H<...t cmicd away by cooling water Q1 

(8) Heat loss by radiation and conduction Q .. 
Total 

~ (I) Heat recovered by air for combustion Qn 

Thmnal inpu1 Tnmnal output 

IC>' kJ(I(}' kcal) .. 10-'kJ(IO'kcal) 'Ii 

i& = 1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-t-~~~~---11--~r-~~~~~t----1 a _i (2) Heat retained by cirtulation combustion gas Qo 

s::-

( I) Effective heat per ton of fired products in the 

--_ p_i:~e_ C?~ ~~ .f'!C?C!~~l_:S-~I?~-- ----- -----· •• 'J~ -· 
(a) Heat required to evaporate moisture of the 

---· -~!i.~~g ·~- ----. -.... -. -·. ·- ....... -.<k .. 
(b) Heat required to evaporate wate; of crysta!liza-

. ·-. _t!C?i! !~~'!1.'!i!J~"!.f~r!~~ ·~ --. -........... J!!. -

.5~!-~!~~ ~~i~ !C? ~?~~-~~-~1~r ......... .<!~ .. 
(dl Heat required to fire the prcfiring goods Qs 

(2) Effective heal per ton of1he fired products when 
the saJP~~ and kiln furniture aie included Q11 

·(ii" lica• ;eq-uireJ io iieai iliC iauir· a.Mi iti1n· · · -· · · · --· 
fumilure Qr 

>. ( 1) Thc:mal efficiency of the fired product qt 

~ l!! !-------------------------------! f ~ (2) Therm:il clficicncy wher 1he sagger and kiln 
!!:: 1; furniture ;,re included 
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3.2.2 Structure of kiln 

The basic requirement to save fuel is high speed firing-to fire the material in the minimum time. 

The requirement for rapid firing in the tunnel kiln is that the temperature be uniform at all positions 

- upper, lower, right or left position - in the sectional area at a right angle to the pass of the kiln 

car. 

Fig. 6 shows the differences in sizes according to the type of the tunnel kiln. 

A B C 

# /?m /7J 1m~/som 1m~25r 2mLJ/1'2.5m 

2m 4m 4m 

Capacity (m3) 100 100 100 
Surface Area (m2) 200 150 100 
Kiln Car (Car) 100 100 50 
Floor Area (m2) 100 100 50 

Figure 6 Size of tunnel kiln 

As is clear from the above, assuming that the material is to be heated at the same firing curve 

whether in the tunnel kiln or shuttle kiln: Then if the internal capacity of the kiln is constant, the 

surface area of kiln C which is close to a cube, is half as much as that of kiln A, allowing the required 

amount of the kiln refractories, the number of the firing cars, floor space and heat carried away by 

the cars also to be reduced to a half. 

Reduction of the surface area to a half will reduce the heat radiated from the kiln surface again 

to a half, resulting in sJbstantial fuel saving. 

The pushing speed ofkilncarofkiln C is one fourth that of kiln A. As can be seen, the physical 

travel distance of the kiln car is small even if time required for heating and cooling is the same. 

Rapid firing ensures energy conservation. To cut the firing time as well as to reduce the weigh! 

of !he kiln refractories, the modem shunle kiln uses a high speed burner or excess air burner which 

agitates within the kiln to ensure uniform temperature distribution. Fig. 7 shows the layout of the 

shuttle kiln burner. 
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As discussed previously, in the kiln car fiber board is used to minimize the weight. thereby 

improving insulation effect and reducing the fuel consumption. Fig. 8 shows the insulation materials 

of the kiln car. 

The following describes the use cf waste heat in the tunnel kiln. As shown in Fig. 9, heat of c.Ahaust 

gas is used for pr~heating of combustion air with a heat exchanger. Waste heat from cooling zone is 

used for drying the products and the heated cooling air from cooling zone is used as the secondary 

combustion aiI. 

---+-- Burner 

I Object to be 
Heated 

Figure 7 Shuttle kiln 

~ (g) 

Figure 8 Kiln car 
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Exhaust Gas 

• Air 
, Curtain 

Blow 

Bum er 
I - 00000 

I I I I 

·----------------------------~-~-~-~-~ Combustion Air 

Figure 9 Tunnel kiln 

3.2.3 Roller hearth kiln 

Air 
Curtain 

As discussed previously, rai)id firing requires uniform temperature. This, in rum, requires the 

reduced height inside the kiln; the ratio of the width to height within the kiln is normally I to 0.8. If 

the ratio is reduced to I to 0.2, it will further reduce the ter.1peralUre differences between the top and 

bottom. 

The roller hearth kiln represents the kiln with reduced height. Figs. 10 and 11 show the roller 

hearth kiln. This kiln is designed as a continuous kiln where the roller conveyer is installed from the 

kiln inlet to the outlet. Each roller (made of ceramic) 1·otates to carry the product to be fired from the 

inlet to the outlet. 

Unlike the tunnel kiln, this structure eliminates the use of the kiln car, and the material is placed 

to be fired on the matting (refractory) known as "setter" whenever required. 

As described, the temperature difference of the roller hearth kiln is within plus-minus 3 ·cat the 

place where temperature is the maximum, and this feature ensures stable quality of the fired products 

and improved yield. 
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! 

l 
! 
i 
t 

Exhaust Blow W.H. 

T ! i 

Inlet _.-I[-,-/-\/ --, /~I ~'=' ·=~~~-=-=ifi~-,:;:,-=$=--=:.-=;j-:;.-=-=*r::;.-;:.)~,::.:.· -==-T,~1-R=-=r:,~1-Z=-=f-'Tz =TI~ 
Figure 10 Roller hearth kiln 

Pre-firing Zon~ 

Firing Zone 

Figure 11 Roller hearth klln 
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Small differem .. -cs of temperatures allow faster firing of the product than by the conventional 

tunnel kiln. requiring lc:ss fuel and contributing to energy conservation. 

Tables 4 and 5 show the comparison of the firing cycle and fuel unit consumption between the 

tunnel kiln and roller hearth kiln. 

In addition to the above fe:itures. the roller hearth kiln pennits quick temperature rise. shut-down, 

cooling and easy change of the temperarure and atmosphere; temperature control is automatic. and 

firing and shut-down can be perfonned by the one-touch operation. 

Table 4 Firing temperature and firing time 

I 
Firing cycle 

Temperature 
Conventional turmel kiln Roller hearth kiln 

Table Decoration 750- 850"C 2- 5 hours l20minutes 
ware Biscuit firing 800. 1000 20- 30 120 

Glost firing 1250. 1350 30-40 240 

In-glaze 1200- 1300 30- 40 120 
-

Tile Floor 1250- 1300 20- 30 80 

Wall 1060. 1150 20- 30 30 

Sanitary ware 1220. 1250 20- 30 420 

Table 5 Thermal efficiency 

Conventional turmel kiln Roller hearth kiln 

Table Decoration 2500 • 4000 kcaVkg 1500 - 2500 kca/kg ,___ 
ware Biscuit firing 2500- 4000 1500. 2500 

Glost firing 5000- 7000 3000- 4000 

In-glaze 4000- 5000 2000. 3000 

Tile Floor 2300- 3500 1200. 1400 

Wall 1500- 2500 500. 600 

Sanitary ware 5000. 7000 3000. 4000 
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3.2.4 Air ratio in kiln 

When thc fuel is combusted at thc outlet of thc firing kiln. it would not be an effective combustion 

if smoke is produced from the kiln and thc smoke of offensive smell is led through thc factory. or 

combustion is intcnnittcnt 1bc air ratio in thc combustion chamber (excess air ratio) may be used 

to check if the burner combustion is effective or not 

Generally. complete combustion of the fuel requires excess air. 

The relationship between the volume of actual combustion air A and volume of theoretical 

combustion air '-o can be expressed in the following equation: 

Theratio'"m"ofthcvolumcofactualairtothcvolumcoftheorcticalairiscalledairratioorexcess 

air ratio. 

When this ratio .. m" is over I, complete combustion takes place to create oxidizing atmosphere; in 

contrast when this ratio .. m .. is below I, incomplete combustion takes place to create reducing 

atmosphere. 

Generally, for pottery firing in oxidizing atmosphere, "m" should preferably be within the range 

from 1.2 to 1.5; below 1.2. the amount of combustion gas becomes insufficient resulting in larger 

difference in temperature in the kiln, while over 1.5, the amount of combustion gas becomes 

excessive resulting in smaller difference in temperature in the kiln, but requires fuel more than 

necessary. 

On the other hand, in reducing atmosphere there is no need to increase the value more than 

necessary (m - below 0.8). To check the air ratio in the combustion chamber in practice, it is possible 

to calculate it by gas analysis for the combustion chamber. 
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Liquid fuel 

m• 

Gas fuel 

(02) - 0.5(00) 
m- ------------

where symbols in parentheses indicarc the composition of the combustion gas ('II), and 

C}l
1 

and C.)1
10 

show lhe percentage of propane and butane contained in the fuel gas. 

Thus, it is important always to analyu lhe combustion gas to ensure appropriarc combustion. In 

Olber words, the easiest way of energy conservation for using fuel ~ithout investment is to re<iuce 

the air ratio. Figures 12 and 13 show the relationship between the air ratio, fuel saving and heat loss. 

It was pointed out in the discussion of heat balance in 3.2.1 that loss of exhaust gas is great. The 

volume of exhaust gas depends on the m-value of that gas. Thus, it is important to minimize the 

percentage of 0
2 

in the exhaust gas. 
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Rgure 12 Excess air - saving of fuel 
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Figure 13 Exceu air - heat Ion of combustion gas 
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3.2.5 Pushing speed of kiln car 

As discussed in 3.2 and 3.3. uniform temperalUre is essential to ensure rapid firing. Uniform 

tem,erature ensures stable product quality and improved yield. 

Although not widely known. the faster the kiln car pushing .ipcCd (shoner the firing cycle). the 

less fuel will be consumed in the tunnel kiln; this will contribute to energy conservation. 

The following examples will explain this: 

Conditions Current car speed 

Fuel consumption 

Thermal efficiency 

30cars/day 

lOOl/hour 

~ 

The fuel required to fire the products of daily 30 cars under these conditions is given by: 

100 tJhour x 0.3 - 30 tlhour 

Fuel required to maintain the kiln temperature is: 

I 00 l/hour x 0. 7 - 70 l/hour 

Let us assume that the thermal efficiencv and the fuel required to maintain the kiln temperature 

remain unchanged. despite possible change of the car speed. If the car speed is increased to 40 cars 

per day. then the fuel requirement can be expressed in the following t.1uation: 

Fuel required to maintain the kiln temperature: 70 l/hour 

Fuel required to fire the products: 

30 llhour x 40 cars/day I 30 cars/day - 40 llhour 

Total 70 l + 40 l • 110 l • 110 l/hour 

On the other hand. 

the fuel .:onsumption per car is given by the following: 

30 cm/day: 100 l/hour x 24 hours/day/ 30 cars/day • 80 l/car 

40 cars/day: 110 llhour x 24 hours/day I 40 cars/day • 66 l/car 
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Thus. an increase of the car speed from 30 to 40 cars per day will increase fuel consumption per 

hour by I 0 percent from l 00 l/hour to 110 tlhour. In terms of per-carvalue. the value changes from 

80 llcar to 66 tlcar. showing that as much as 20 percent energy conservation can be achieved. Thus, 

less fuel consumption will result in less cost. 

3.3 Firing control of kiln 

The pottery firing kiln can be classified broadly into two types. the continuous kiln such as tunnel 

kiln. and the periodic kiln (batch kiln) such as shunle kiln. The tunnel kiln is suited to mass 

production. while the periodic kiln is fitted to small quantity production of multiple product types. 

The kiln should be selected according to the type and volume of the products. The tunnel kiln suited 

to mass production is less fined to handle variations of the production volume. whereas the periodic 

kiln is more fined to handle such a situation. In this way. each type has its own merits and demerits. 

Even if the appropriate type of the kiln has been selected, product quality and yield will be poor 

without adequate daily firing control; it will have an adverse impact on the production and will cause 

waste of much energy. Thus. firing control is a key point in the firing process. 

The following describes the fuing control for the tunnel kiln: 

The basic concept in the tunnel kiln is that the specified products will be obtained if input and 

output are kept constant. This should be borne in mind in the fuing control; then stable product quality 

and improved yield will be ensured. 

Major points for fuing controls are: 

(1) Heat curve confonning to the fired product type and production volume 

(2) Unifonn kiln internal temperature distribution 

(3) Maintenance of adequate kiln pressure 

(4) Maintenance of adequate atmosphere 

These requirements must be met. For lhis purpose, firing conditions should be controlled using 

such measuring instruments as the thermome1er. pressure gauge and gas analyzer. 

Fie. 14 shows the temperature, atmosphere and pressure of the tunnel kiln for porcelain glost 

firing; it exhibits the specific characteristics of high-temperature reducing atmosphere. It is 

important to ensure complete oxidizing atmosphere in tt.e prefiring wne, with top priority in keeping 

the reducing atmosphere of the firing zone constant. While the volume of the combustion gas in the 
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firing zone is kept coostanr. and the flow of the combustion gas going from the faring zone lo the 

preflring zone is also kept constant at all times. idequate kiln pressure should be ensured so dw 

counterflow against the cooling zone will not occur. 

' 

I• 
Pre-Firing Zone ••• Cooling Zone 

f C) 
1200 

1000 

800 

600 

200 

(%) 

214----. 

4 

co 

L-------- ', ,- ' 0 L----------~~, ____ _s., ________ __ 

(mmAq) 
+1.0 

Figure 14 Tunnel klln operating conditions 
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To keep the flow of the combustion gas in the firing zone constant. it is necessary to keep kiln 

~en: before and after the firing zone constant at all times. To keep the volume of this combustion 

gas and kiln pressure constant. the following steps must be taken: 

( ! ) The pattern of loading the fired products on the kiln car must be uniform. 

In practice this is difficult for some types of production. However. it is very important to 

ensure stable flow of combustion gas. Basically. clearances between saggcn should be 

uniform. The major considention need r.ot be placc.:I on the weight of the products and 

saggcn. except when there are some considerable changes. It is ncccssary that the sagger 

stack height and lhe arez die saggcn occupy in the kiln car be the same for all cars. 

Fig. l 5 shows an example of the loading pattern. 

A: 10• Plate 

B: 9" Plate 
c : 11rr Plate 

D: s• Plate 

Figure 15 Loading pattern 

(2} The fuel (oil, gao;) to be supplied must be made constant. 

(3) The volume of the primary and secondary air for fuels to be supplied must be made constant. 

( 4) The kiln pressure after the firing zone must be constant 

To keep the flow of the air going from the cooling zone to the firing zone always constant, 

a balance should be mainiained at some point between the was1e heal direclly taken out of 

the cooling zone and lhe product cooling air to be blown in from lhe kiln oullel. Then the 

now is au1omatica1ly kepi constanl. 
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If the above discussed procedures are taken. the temperature curve and atmosphere will be kept 

constant. the product quality will be improved and maintained at a stable level. 

In addition to the firing control discussed above the following steps should be taken in the daily 

operation: 

(5) lltennometer (thermocouple) maintenance 

Normally. the thermocouple inserted in the kiln will deteriorate as it is used, so the current 

deterioration must be compensated. To measure the deterioration. read the temperature of 

the currently inserted thennocouple and extract it from the kiln; then insert a new 

thermocouple. When the temperature has been stable, read the temperature of the 

thennocouple. This will inform the difference of ~mperaturcs tetween the new thenno

couple and the old one, and this difference corresponds to the degree of deterioration. 

Thus, the target temperature must be reduced by the amount of this deterioration. 

E.g.: 

Current target temperarure 

Current temperature 

Temperature of the new thennocouple 

Deterioration (difference) 

New target temperature 

1250"C 

1245"C 

125s·c 

1o·c 
l 250"C ~ l 240"C 

In addition to the compensation for the thennometer, it is necessary to calibrate the 

temperature recorder and indicator, using a special-purpose calibration inslrument. 1be 

thennocouple undergoes deterioration quickly when it is exposed to the reducing gas such 

as carbon monoxide. So care should be taken to prevent it from being exposed directly to 

1he gas. Especially when the protective tube is 103ded into the kiln or is removed from the 

kiln, it is likely to break. So sufficient care must be taken to avoid such an accident. 

1lte thermocouple and temperature recorder shou Id be cal ibratrd once in six months at least. 

Fig. 16 shows the thermocouple. 
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Figura 16 Thermocouple 

(6) The space between the kiln wall and kiln car should be made as close as posstl>le. 

The combustion gas flowing in lbe kiln will flow where resistance is the smallest. If there 

is a big cleanmce betweea lbe kiln wall. kiln car and ceiling. lbe gas will go lbere without 

flowing to the center; this will create remperature differences. To prevent this. the space 

between lhe kiln wall and kiln car should be made as close as possible so lhat gas will flow 

to the center. 

Fig. 17 shows lhe relationship between the tunnel kiln and kiln car. 

I 
I 

l 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Figure 17 Sr.:tlon of tunnel klln and klln car 
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(7) Fill the kiln with sand for sand sealing. 

The sand which seals the kiln interior and the kiln car is provided to prevent air from entering 

the kiln through the car bottom. 

If air enters the kiln due to shortage of this sand. the incoming air reduces the temperature 

at the bottom of the prefiring zone in the runnel kiln. resulting in greater temperature 

differences between the top and bottom. 

If the incoming air enters the firing zone fiml by reducing atmosphere through the car 

bottom. the atmosphere will change locally into oxidizing abnOSphere. causing the 

temperature to be raised and the atmospbeie to be disturbed. Then defects will occur to the 

fiml product. resulting in poor yield. Thus. the sand seal is a very important part in the kiln 

structure. It is ~ntial to check the amount of the sand in the daily inspection routine. If 

the sand is found to be insufficient. rq>lenish iL 

Fig. 18 shows the sand seal section. 

Figure 18 Sand seal of kiln car 

(8) Do not allow the kiln ca: pushing speed to be changed suddenly. 

The kiln car pushing speed may b;ave to be changed due to increase or decrease in the amount 

of production. In this case, do not change the speed very much at one time; it mu~t be slowly 

changed little by little. 
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Even if the tcmpcrarure is raised or lowered, the effect on the product will be delayed. Even 

though the thermometer indicates a temperature change, there is no change to the product 

tempcrarure; time will be required before the normal state is resumed. 

Normally when the pushing speed is changed. the range of adjusuncnt should be within 5 

minutes and a change should be made once a week. even though it varies according to the 

kiln size. If the speed is changed more frequently. firing of the product may be insufficient 

or excessive. 

To change the kiln car pushing speed. the fuel must be increased or decreased. 

For this adjusuncnt. it will be advisabl~ to use the mediod of calculation as discussed in 

items 3.2.5 and to use it as a guideline. 

(9) Implementation of heat balance 

Calculationoffuelconsumptiontothechangeofthcproductionvolumcasdcscribcdinltcm 

(8) and the heat balance of a kiln should be implemented once a year at least. 

Implementation of these firing control items will lead to stable temperature disttibution and 

atmosphere, resulting in higher product quality and improved yield. 
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PREFACE 

1be conservation of energy is an ess~ntial step we can all take towards overcoming the mounting 

problems of the worldwide energy crisis and environmental degradation. In particular, developing 

countries are interested to increase their awareness on the inefficient power generation and energy 

usage in their countries. However, usually only limited information sources on the rational use of 

energy are available. 

1be know-how on modem energy saving and conservation technologies should, therefore, be 

disseminated to government and industrial managers.as well as to engineers and operators at the plant 

level in developing countries. It is particularly important that they acquire practical knowledge of 

the currently available energy conservation techr.ologies and techniques. 

In December 1983, UNIDO organized a Regional Meeting on Energy Consumption as well as 

an Expert Group Meeting on Energy Conservation in small- and medium-scale industries for Asian 

countries. Durir.g the'IC meetings, it was brought out that, for some energy intensive industries, 

savings up to I 0% could be achieved through basic housekeeping activities, such a~ auditing and 

energy management 

All these experiences brought UNIDO to prepare a regional prog!'3Jllme on the promotion and 

appli<.ation of energy saving technologies in selected subscctors, since the rational use of energy calls 

for a broad application of energy conservation technologies in the various industrial sectors where 

energy is wasted. One of these energy intensive industrial sectors to be considered to improve 

efficiency through the introduction of modem energy conservation technologies is the cement 

industry. 

1be cement industry consumes much energy. The cement industry is also noted for great 

percentage of the er:ergy cost in the total production cost. 

In the cement industry, appreciable amounts of energy could be saved or conserved by preventing 

of leakage in the kilns, modifying the equip.11ent to recover heat from the preheater and cooler in the 

process of cement-making and effective use of industrial waste materials. 

Currently, UNIDO is implementing this programme with the financial support of the Japanese 

Government, in selected Asian developing countries. This programme aims at adapting these 

innovative energy conservation technologies, developed in Japan, to the conditions of developing 

countries. 



In this programme. we are considering that the transfer of these technologies could be achieved 

through: 

(i) Conducting surveys of energy usage and efficiency at the plant level; 

(ii) Preparing handy manuals on energy management and energy conservation/saving 

technologies, based on the findings c.f the above survey; 

(iii) Presenting and discussing the handy manuals at seminars held for government officials, 

representatives of industries, plant managers and engineers; 

(iv) Disseminating the handy manuals to other developing countries for their proper utiliza

tion and application by the industrial sector. 

The experience obtained through this programme will be applied to other programmes/projects 

which involve other industrial sectors as well as other developing countries and regions. 

UNIDO has started this programme with the project USJRAS/90r'075 - Rational Use of Energy 

Resources in Steel and Textile Industry in Malaysia and lndoresia and the project US/RAS/92/035 

- Rational Use ofEnergy Saving Technologies in Pulp/Paper and Glass Industry in Philippines and 

Thailand. These were followed by project US/RAS/931039 Program for the Use of Energy Saving 

Technologies in the Ceramic and Cement Industries in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. 

1be present Handy Manual on Cement Industry was prepared by UNIDO, with the cooperation 

of experts from the Energy Conservation Center (ECC) of Japan, on energy saving technologies in 

the framework of the above-mentioned UNIDO project. It is based on the results of the surveys 

carried out, the plant observations and the recommendations and suggestions emanating from the 

Seminars on E~fgy Conservation in the Cement Industry, held under the same project in May 1994 

in Dhaka, Bangladesh and Colombo, Sri Lanka respectively. The handy manual will not only be 

interesting for government and representatives from industry, but it is, in particular, designed for 

plant-level engineers and operators in developing countries as a tool to improve energy efficiency in 

the production process. 

Appreciation is expressed for the valuable contribution made by the following institutions to the 

successful preparation and publication of the manual mentioned above: 

Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, Bangladesh 

Ministry of Power and Energy, Sri Lanka 

Ministry of International Trade and Industry (Mm), Japan 

The Energy Conservation Center (ECC), Japan 

June 1994 
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1. Production process of cement 

In the times of Egypt and Greece. sintered and ground lime or plaster was used as cement for civil 

enginc~ring and construction. In the 19th cenrury. portland cement was produced in England. This 

man~! covers energy conservation in portland cement production. 

A cement production plant consists of the following three processes. 

I. Raw material process 

2. Oinker burning process 

3. Fmish grinding process 

The raw material process and the clinker burning process are each classified into the wet process 

and the dry process. 

In the wet process. raw materials other than plaster are crushed to a diameter of approximately 

20 mm by a crusher and mixed in an appropriate ratio using an automatic weigher. as shown in Fig. 

I. Then, with water added thereto. the mixture is further made finer by a combined tube mill with 

a diameter of 2 to 3.5 m and a length of I 0 to 14 m into sluny with a water content of 35 to 40%. The 

slurry is put in a storage tank with a capacity of several hundred tons, mixed to be homogenized with 

tilt corrective materials, and is sent to a rotary kiln for clinker burning. In the wet process. the sluny 

can be easily mixed but a large amount of energy is consumed in clinker burning due to water 

evaporation. 

In the dry process, crushed raw materials are dried in a cylindrical rotary drier having a diameter 

of 2 m and a length of about 20 m for example. mixed by an automatic weigher, ground and placed 

in storage tanks. The resultant mixture is further mixed to make the ingredients uniform, and sent 

to a rotary kiln for clinker burning. 

These processes are selected with consideration given to properties of raw materials, costs of 

fuel, conditi<'ns of location and others. For the wet process, plant construction cost is rather low and 

high-quality products are manufactured easily. On the other hand, the dry process consumes less 

energy and its ruMing cost is lower. 

The progress of technology is, however, eliminating the differences in ql!ality between products 

from the above processes, while needs for energy conservation are getting increasingly strong. In 

future, the wet process will not be employed positively. 
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2. Characteristics of energy consumption In cement production 
2.1 Energy consumption 

11!c cement industry is said to be an energy-intensive industry together with steel, paper and 

petrochemical industries. Ti1e perccnrage of energy cost in portland cement production cost is 20 to 

~- If the enero.,y cost is reduced. the manufacturing cost is lowered. resulting in increasing the 

company's profits. 

Fig. 2 shows the component ratio of fuel and electric power consumption by the whole cement 

industry in Japan. 

Component ratio uf fuel 
consumption by use 

(Note) T olal is expressed in a value converted into coal 
(calorific value: 6,200 kc:allkg) 

Component ratio of electric power 
consumption by department 

Source: Cement in Japan 1993, Japan Cement Association (JCA) 

Figure 2 Component ratio of energy consumption In 1992 

Ninety percent or more of fuel is consumed for c:linker burning. About 40% of electric power 

is consumed for finish grinding, and a little under~ each is consumed by the raw material process 

and the clinker burning process. The finish grinding process mainly consumes cleclric power for the 

mill, and the clinker burning process mainly for the fan. 

'The raw ma1crial grinding process consumes a large volume or power for 1he mill and fan. 
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The Japanese cement producti<;n process is mostly occupied by SP and NSP kilns and coal is used 

as fuel. so thal the ratio of electric power cunsumption by the clinker burning pnx-css is high. In a 

plant mainly using a wet process kiln. the finish grinding process consumes power in a larger quantity 

than the aforementioned example. In such a ~. energy conservation measures shall be taken by 

focusing on the clinker burning process for the fuel consumption and on lhc fmish grinding process 

for the elccttic power consumption. 

2.2 Raw material process 

2.2.1 Wetprocess 

Since taw materials can be homogenized and lhc mixing ratio can be corrected after grinding. 

this process is relatively simple. A lypical eumple is shown in Fig. 3. 

limestone Water 

n 
Slurry Tank 

Adcitives ----

Water Clay Basin 

Clay 
WashMiU 

Figure 3 Wet process raw material grinding system 

2.2.2 Dry process 

Fig. 4 shows three processes a.band c. Raw 1r.alerials received by a plant contain a small amount 

of water. Limestone contains 2 to S~ of water and clay about S to I~- The dry process needs to 

evaporate water when grinding. In Fig. 4, process a is provided with an independent chycr to 

evaporate water, aN! the dryer may be a rapid dryer or impact dryer with a disintegrating or crushing 

function inSlead of the rotary dryer as illusrrared. 
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In Fig. 4. process b is a closed c;.imlit grinding process combining an air separator and a ball mill 

or tube mill. which is provided with dr;ing function.. The above mill and separator are available in 

several types. 

In Fig. 4. process c is an example of vertical roller mill. 

For drying, exhaust gas from the kiln and prehca1er is used. bu: sometimes ~ hot gas generator 

is installed for a time of commissioning of the plant and for a time of year when water contained in 

raw maf£. ials increases .. 

a 
EP•·J..... __ -_-_____ ] ______________ _ 

I • I I 
I : .. ..----, - .... - .... J 

Dryer 

RawMil 

I 
··--·1 I 

__ ·-_-_-_- --- -j---- --- -- ---1~1 

RawMil 

BT: Blending Tank 
ST: Slorage Tank 
EP: ElectnJstatic Precipilater 

L : ........ --- --- ............... --- .. 1--- ..... from Preheater 

--
c 

W
-- --

('?\. ......... -·- ......... --~ .. ·: 
EP4- s,.r · · 

IF: Fan L.___ ______ ~ 

RawMill I 
I I 

L : ...... ~-----·--·-··-····J-····- lromPreheatet 

-- ----
Figure 4 Dry process raw material grinding system 
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2.3 Clinker bumlng process 

2.3.1 Wet process 

A typical example of the wet process is a straight .:ylindrical type kiln having a len:th of about 

40 times of the shell's inner diameter. which is generally known as a long economical kiln. i.'1Stalled 

widt an inclination of2.5 to 4'1r and slowly rotated at 0.5 ro 1.5 rpm. Raw material is sluny c:onttining 

38 ro 4()11;. of water and fed from die upper end of the kiln. while fuel is blown in from ta'le lower end 

ofthe kiln. 

At the raw material inlet. a chain curtain zone is installed extending to 20 ro 25% of the overall 

length IO help dry the slurry. The hot clinker, which has been sinreml in the kiln, is sent IO the cooler 

and cooled down ro 80 ro 1oo·c. Hot air from the cooler is effectively used as the secondary air for 

combustioo in the kiln. 

Fig. s shows die temperablle distnl>Utioo in the kiln. 

r...,.... 
2..000~·..-~~~~.....-~~~.,-~~~-r-~~---r-~--r-~~~~~~ 

Figure 5 Temperature profile In wet process kiln 
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As obvious from the above figure. the wet ~-css kiln h3s rcmarbble characteristics wh!ch 

allow four proccsscs of drying the slurry. and preheating. calcining and sintering raw material 

collectively. Since the system is simple and easily operated. once the optimum operating ~""Olldition 

is found. Ibis condition can be easily retained stable. On the ot.'icr hand. evaporation of about 40% 

of water of the slurry needs an extra heal value of about 400 kcal per kg of clinker. As a result. the 

largest consumption of fuel among all types of kilns is the disadvantage of the wet process kiln. As 

a counrenneasure. a process of using a filter to dehydrate physically the raw material to a water 

content of 18 to l(i~ may be applied. In this case. however. since it is difficult to lower the kiln 

exhaust gas tempcrarurc to soo·c or below. anot.'lercountenneasurc such as using the remaining heal 

value for gcr.eration of electricity is needed. 'Therefore. the system becomes inevitably complex. 
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2.3.2 Semi-dry process 

The semi-dry process is a special example of the dry process and uses a Lcpol kiln or shaft kiln. 

In either kiln. the raw malerial ground in the dry process is shaped into pellets with diameter of IO 

to 15 mm, so that about l }% of *3lCr is added. 

In the case of the l..epol kiln, the pellets arc dried and preheated once by the movable grate 

preheater shown in Fig. 6 and fed into the kiln. This system applies for the first time in the cement 

plant a concepl of separating the raw material preheating process which used to be effected in the kiln 

and preheating by a separate device with high thennal efficiency. Then, the Lepol kiln has lost its 

position when a kiln with suspens;on preheater(SP kiln) was introduced but deserves special mention 

since it motivated energy conservation activity in the ce!llCnt plants. 

Fresh AW 

i 
Raw Material Pellet ~ 

\ ~---f---9---f.----0 
a-- - - -- - - -- -- -o 
' / ..... -c- -o- "0- -o- cr:..,,.. 

~ ~ 
KJln 

Exhaust Gas 

Figure 6 Grate preheater 
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ln the shaft kiln. fuel {coke. oil coke or :mlhracite) is 3llded in the pelletizing process. All 

processes of drying. sintering and cooling arc effected in the vertical movable bed. This concept had 

been conducted before the rotary kiln was spread and. recently. as shown in Fig. 7, the shaft kiln with 

a continuous discharging function installed at the furnace bottom is mainly used in fadia ilOd China 

This kiln's advantage is heat economy but it also has disadvantages since the poking work in the 

furnace has to be repeated to retain a stable combustion state and nonuniformity of quality cannot be 

avoided. 

Raw Malerial 

---- ~ 

- Compressed Air 

/ 

Figure 7 Shaft kiln 
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2.3.3 Dry process 

In the dry process. there are the dry long kiln. the short kiln with boiler, the SP kiln and the NSP 

kiln. 

The dry long kiln is mainly used in the Near and Middle East where rain falls less and alkaline 

components in raw material are large; its characteristics are similar to the wet process long kiln. In 

Southeast Asia. Central and South America, and North America. the wet process long kiln is mainly 

used. 

Fig. 8 shows a transition of production systems in Japan. It can be seen that the wet process is 

rapidly replaced by the dry process. It reflects increasing needs for energy conservation and suggests 

what the true cement plant of the future should be. 

MilionTons 
140 

120 

~ 
108 

~ 100 
"' 0 
gi 

80 "C 
:I u .; 

60 c • ~ 
a; 
~ 40 
0 

20 

0 

Source: Cement in Japan 1993, JCA 

Figure 8 Transition of clinker manufacturing capacity by type 

A recent large NSP process has a heat consumption r:::e of about 750 kcallkg·cl and is superior 

to all the conventional sintering processes. 

In this coMCCtion, the wet process long kiln may have a heat consumption rate of 1,500 to l, 700 

kcal/kg-cl except in some special cases, and the semi-dry process kiln may have 1,000 to 1,200 

kcal/kg-cl. 
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Fig. 9 shows an SP kiln with 4-stage cyclone (dry prot.-ess kiln with 4-stage cyclone P'"Cheater). 

Addition of acakincr in this figure will result in an example ofNSP kiln. Generally ,exhaust gas (350 

to 380°C) from SP and NSP kilns is used to dry raw material (and (0 generate l!l~clricity} as shown 

in Fig. 10. 

r 
I 

Figure 9 Dry process kiln with suspension preheater 

~----1 s -----

Kiln AOC 

SP : Suspension Preheater 
EP : Electrostatic Precipitater 
F : Fan 
S : Stabilizer 
AOC : Air Quenching Cooler 

Figure 10 Gas flow diagram of SP kiln 
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2.4 Finish grinding process 

1be finish grinding process is roughly divided into an open circuit grinding system and a closed 

circuit grinding system. 1be mill used is a tube mill or ball mill. In Fig. l l. "a .. shows a closed circuit 

and "b"' shows an open circuit. 

In the open circuit mill. the mill shell has a length of about 4 to 5 times of its diameter to obtain 

a prescribed fineness. and the shell outer wall is sprayed with water to prevent lhe temperature of the 

product in the mill from rising. It is also possible to spray water into the mill interior but lhe closest 

attention has to he paid so as not to deteriorate the product quality. 

In the closed circuit mill, !he mill has a length of3 times or below ofits diameter so as to accelerate 

the passage of the producL The separator works as a cooler for the product in addition to its function 

as classifier for the product 

Product 

0 

a. Closed Circuit 

0" 

Product 

b. Open Circuit 

Figure 11 Clinker grinding system 
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3. Promotion of energy conservation technique 

Energy conservation in industrial sectors starts from lhe software including operation control 

and process control, then extends imo the field of hardware including equipment improvement and 

process improvement. Generally, energy conservation efforts can be classified into lhe following 

three steps: 

Step 1 - Good housekeeping 

Energy conservation efforts are m:ide wilhout much equipment investment. including elimina

tion of the minor waste, review of the operation standards in lhe production line, more effective 

management, improvement of employees· cost consciousness, group activities, and improvement of 

operation technique. 

For example, such efforts include management to prevent unnecessary lighting of the electric 

lamps and idle operation of the motors, repair of steam leakage, as well as reinforcement of heat 

insulations. 

Step 2 - Equipment improvement 

This is the phase of improving the energy efficiency of the equipment by minor modification of 

the existing production line to provide a waste heat recovery equipment and a gas pressure recovery 

equipment or by introduction of efficient energy conservation equipment. including rep!acement by 

advanced equipment For example, energy conservation efforts in lhis step include an effective use 

of the waste heat recovery in combustion furnaces and introduction of the gas pressure recovery 

generator in lhe iron and steel works and waste heat recovery generator in cement plant. 

Step 3 - Process improvement 

This is intended to reduce energy consumption by substantial modification of lhe production 

process itself by technological development. Needless to say, this is accompanied by a large 

eqaipment investment. However, this is linked to modernization of the process aimed at energy 

conservation, high quality, higher added value, improved produc:~ yield and man power saving. 
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~------------------------------- -- -~ -- -

11tc energy conservation technique in lhe cement industry is classified 3S follows: 

Raw materi:il proc.!s~ Clinlcr burning process Finish process 

First step I) Selection of r.l* material I ) Prevention of Slop due I) Management of fmcncs..<: 

2) Ma~mcnt offincncss 10 failure 2) Management of op1imum 

3) Management of optimum 2) Selection of fuel grinding media 

grinding media 3) f'rc,,"Cntion of lc:ak 

Second step I) Use of industri.11 waste I) Use of industrial waste I) Installation of closed 

matcri:il (fly ash) material (waste tires) cin:uit (dynamic separ.l-

2) Replacement of fan 2) Recovery of prchcatcr tor) 

l'Olor exhauSl gas 2) Installation :>f feed 

I 
3) lmpro,,-cmcnt of 3) Recovery of cooler control sySlem 

tempcr.aturc and exhaust gas (drying of 

pressure control system r.aw nwcrial and genera-

4) Improvement of mixing :ion of electricity) 

& homogenizing system 4) Repbccmcnt of cooler 

dust collector from 

multiclonc to EJ>. 

Third step I} From wet process to dry I) From WCI prcx."CSS 10 dry 

process process 

2) From ball and tube mills 2) Conversion of fuel (from 

to roller mill petroleum [O coal) 

3) From SP to NSP 

4) Use of industrial waste 

(slag and pozzolan) 

S) From planetary and under 

coolers to gr.ate cooler 
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3.1 Energy management 

3.1.1 Energy consumption rate 

Fig. 12. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show a change of energy consumption and energy consumption rate 

in all cement plants in Japan. 

Comparing the period when the fuel consumption rate lowers sharply in Fig. 12 wilh Fig. 8. it 

coincides wilh the period when lhe NSP system was introduced. In lhc same pcriod. lhc electric power 

consumption rate increases once and lhen continues to decrease. remaining stable for some period 

from 1978. In this period. fuel was changed from petroleum to coal. 1bc improvement after that 

period 'llay result from lhc active adoption of a roller mill as lhc raw matmal mill. 

Uritkgt 
180T"""""~~~~~~-.-.~.-.~.-.-.~.-.~~---. 

.. - ..... . . . ....... -
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. . . . - ............ . . . - .. - .. 
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70 75 80 85 90 92 

(Note} Consun1Jljon rate • Fuel consun1Jtion 
(excblng for generation of afeclricityJI 
Cemenl pnxb:tion 

Scuc:e: Cameft in Japan 1993, JCA 

Figure 12 Change of fuel consumption rate (Coal (6,200 kcal/kg) conversion) 
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Source: Cement in Japan 1993, JCA 

ragure 13 Change of electric power consumption rate 

Unil Thousand kca11t 
---------------. 1,300 

..,..,.,_.....~ 1,200 

1,100 
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90 92 
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x 2.250 kcaMlWh 

2. Total energy~ rate- Total energy~ production 

Source: Cement in Japan 1993, JCA 

Figure 14 Change of total energy consumption and consumption rate 
(Calorie conversion) 
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3.1.2 Analysis of operation con<frtion 

lmpmvcmc:nts swt wl[h CIJl'Ta'1 m."Ugnition of the: prcSc:nt situation. The J;;ily operation of the 

plant should be m.-ordcd in log sheets. which an: routinely reviewed by the ex~-utives and compami 

with past data; if th..: re is any abnormality. it should be immediately referred to the job site. Silk.-c pan 

of the Jab which seems to be imponant is stored in the recorder. any problems concerning daily 

operation will mostly be solved by analyzing the data. 

But. to further improve the present situation. such data are not sufficient and. therefore. more 

detailed measurement is made and the obtained results are collected in the form of a material balance 

and a heat balance. What is irr.portanl is to review the results. Problems arc highlighted by merely 

referring to the original design of the plant and the past measured results. and 1..-omparing wilh odJer 

similar planrs. By simulating a liule. thc improYement effects can be predicted. and it can be judged 

whelhcr the implementation should be made or not for the first time. 

Table 3.1 shows the heat balance of 43 SP kilns and 8 NSP kilns. 

Measurement docs not require special techniques or equipment. But. since the temperature, 

pressure and flow rate are always variable during operation. a little skill and patience arc required to 

keep the error up a minimum. Since it becomes necessary to set up a measuring point at a place 

different from the usual working place. consulwion shall be held wilh a relevant party in advance 

raking lhe safety of work into consideration. and the measurement shall be made in cooperation with 

that party. 

Readings of the instrument for operation shall not be adopted as the measured data as they arc. 

Data for ope:ation arc sufficient as long as relative changes can be read but they do not always show 

absolute value~ correctly. 
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Table 1 Res&alts of heat balance of all kilns (Mean value by kiln type) 

~I 
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E (2.9l ! G!.4> t2.9) (2..9) (!.7> (2..9> (2.Sl l t:'.6) t!.1> 

l Odlcr I 2.U l0..6 lH 23.1 23.0 23.1 20.S 21..a 22.6 
~ I 

• 100.0, I 1100.0, (100.0) ooo.o: I ooo.o> (100.0J F IT.nlofbral" I (100.0) I (100.0) (100.'. 

IDflUI 141.0 149.S 809.1 t IDS. I 137.a 110.7 126..6 I 110.s 112.7 

j Ulanf.c n1ur ror (~.6) (47.3) c:>.?Ji tSJ.71 (49.J) (Sl.5> t4..9) I \S3.0) (SZ.0) 

.:fillkcr buntia: '2S.9 401.1 .QJ.I 432.9 4175 42S.9 .aOH I 429.? 423.S 
' 

Sensible bcal o( I I I 
~nllala I ps (inclu:fing I (10.l) (22.2) (20.9) (21.9) (21.0) (19.61 {23.5) (22.0) fl(l_.&) 

bt..-nc llC:ll o( 

' 

169.5 111.6 169.1 176.I l'l'5.J ISl.i !9-t.I 17'.-4 l~.4 

I ~o( 

spr3J•am') 

! UlorifJC value 

I g 
'*-:a-yby 

{2..9) (1.9) (l.9) (4.1) (?..6) (2..4) (3.0) <2.21 (2..S) 

~ 24.0 16 ... 23.2 33.J I 
21.6 19.4 lS.O 11.0 19.9 

clinker .. 
~ Sensible beat of (14.2) (13.2) (12.6) (0) (13J) (16.0) (15.9) (15.4) (IS.9) 

cookr abausl ps 119.4 1123 1022 0 111.S 129.9 131.7 12S.I 129.S 

Hal loss by hat (11.0) (13.4) (9.3) (19.2) (11.7) (1.5) (6.7) (S.3> (7.9) 

r:adi31ioft etc. 92..2 114.0 7S.I ISU 91.0 61.6 SS.7 43.2 6J.I -· 
(2.0) (2..0) 

. 
(1.6) (1.0) 

Olhcrs 
(I.I) (I.I) (2.!l) 

i (2.1) (l.J) 

10.0 17.I 16-5 1.5 LU I 1.4 76.7 16.6 10.S 

Tf.llalofhnt (100.0) 1100.0) c 100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0J ( 100.0) 

OUlpll1 141.0 149.S 109.2 805.1 8.17.1 110.7 126.6 810.S 112..6 

Kiln df.ciency ('51 SI.I 47.0 S2.2 SJ..S so.o SH> 41.6 52.4 52.1 

Burning dficicncy (,.) SO.I 46.8 51.9 S2.9 49.7 .S.?.J 411.0 52.I Sl.7 
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Table 2 shows lhc ra'"OOling fomws of heat bal30Cing of lhe rol:ary kiln. 

Table 2 Recording formats of heat balancing 

l I) Oulline of pblll and equipmenl 

! Swotplw 

i l..oalion . 
! Kihl mmibrr 

I ~:method 
I 

I Kala htsick di:lmctcr .. 
I Full leagdl i .. 
Eff~ inside~ ... 
Kindoff'llldaKd 

l~of Kiln 

Ulcinin: fUIUIX 

I Coola Typr 

Sitt m 

Suspmsioa Type 

~ Nlllllbrl' of S1rpS 

I 
Diamcecr of ndl SICp .. 

Cakining Typr 

fumacc Nlllllbcf of uniu 

Diameter m 

fki~I m 

Effeai~ inside wlmnc m' 

Gr.lie of Type 

Lcpol Lcng1h m 
prdlc'*1' 

Wlddl m 

Hislory 

Rcmaru 
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~---------------------------- -

(2) Measurement items 

MQsm,mc111 pmoJ !lll'lr -1 dart ( hounJ 

s- of mnsmmg pnsoa(s) 

Atmosphmc pRssin W-11111 wdocily OulSldr: air Outs.k - humidily a-
Pa(mmffgi n"s ~r-.R·c (rdaliw humidity) '!fo 

(!Em I ~nluc Number of times 
Rctmrts 

.3frm:-mclllS I 

CMpa ltb 

Compo- SiO: ... 

1~ 
sitioa Alp, ... 

Fcp, . 
'l-

uo 'l-
(.) 

"''° ... 
Lime Rlllnlioa (LS.D.I 

Tanpcr- Al coola cnmntt ·c 
llUn: Atcoolaaic "C 

VoiilmetA 
Sam m',J1dinker 

ahaislps 
-asr.um 

Carbon clio1icle 111'•1diaka dry lllllniab 

.. Uscdqmncily kif' clinker 

~ Wairaeaalml ... 
~ Tmiperalift ·c • 
~ 

Lo- heal value k.Jlk& (tnUtg) 

Kind 

Brmd 

Compo- .. 
sition .. 
(at use) .. .. ,. 

l .. .. .. 
... .. .. 

High !lca1 value kJlk& <kcaltk1> 

Low heal value Ulk& (kcal/kl) 

Tempcm~ ·c 
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UKd Kiln ~tdiako 
;; ...-'! C;aianing faniatt tWtdinm :f 

TllDI kJlcliakcr 

Volumr ..... dinter 
.E 
T~ ·c - ~ 

--~ ~ Pa (llllllAq) 

c e .. Volume ..... dinter 
_S! 

d: _5 ~ - .E l!I Tcmprn~"!'" "C 
..6 .:::! e 
c Ua ~ Pa(mmAq) Ci .. Volumr • .... dimer 
~ .E - ~ ~ Ci Tcmpcnllft "C 
< ~ • .. Volume ra \it dinter "::I .E .. c 

0 c " 
t -· .l:!e 
"' • :I Tcaipa- "C u ... 

Volurac •'•tcliaRr 
Tmipcnillft ·c 

:;.;; 
~ Pa(mmAq) c 

0 
Compo- CO: ' .:: . 
sitioa • 0: .. .. 

;; co .. I 
;;: 

.E 
N: ~ .. 

~ 

Air ratio 

"' 
Volume m',.'tdinta .. 
Teinpenl&R ·c ~ .. • ~ Pa(mmAq) .2! .. 
Compc>- CO: .. IS. 

• silion o, .. .. 
"' .. co 'i .. 
"' N: .. c .,:; .. 

Airr.itio Ill 

Coolin& ;air o( Volume m'xfl clinker 

cooler Tcmpmaire ·c 
uhaustrrum Volume m'xf1clinkrr 

cooler Tempcn1ure ·c 
Duse scauerin& Mau Ill clinker 
at prdlcaler 

orkilncllil 
Tcrnpcrawre ·c 

Remarks 
-
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(3) Table of heat balancing 

(3-1) Kiln 

lllCm 

< 1 > ta of wuibm1ioA of rurt Q. 

(2) Sensible he:it of fud ~-

10' kJ/t diaka 
(IO' kcaUt clinka) 

~~~~~~~-+-~~~~--~~~~~-+-~~~---! 

(3) Heal of combustioc "'lmll:rials Qc 

Toca! 

(7) Heat fordiakaing (h 

(8) (Sensible heal of dir.kcr Clllering cooler) Qt 

( 10) Sensible heal lakcn away by cxbausl from 
cookrQ; 

( 11) Heal of vaporiDlion of Wiier COlllClll in 
ammalsQt 

( 12) Sensible heal lakcn awa by ellhaust ps from 

-----~~~-~----------------------
(•) Sensible beat of steam emmadng from 

l11lleriaJs 

(b) Sensible heal or carbon diollide emanaling 
from malerials 

(c) Sensible heal of combustion ps 

( 13) Sensible heal lakcn away by dusl Q• 

( 14) Heal losl due 10 radialion, and lhe lite Q• 

Tocal 

Bumins efficiency '1' 

(15) Heal recovmd by primary air Q • 
. 5' -i & 116) Hea11ttOVCKdbysecondairande1urxledair 
~ i from cooler for calcining furnace Q, 
o~ 1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~~~~.._~~~--1 

( 17) Heal recovmd by C·JOling air of cooler Q, 

Remarks: The numr.rical values in ( ) should noc be summed 1ogeiher. 
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(3-2) Cooler 

lleln 
10' k.Jtt clinkn .. 

(I()' kc:aL't dinktt) 

1i c:. (II Scnsibk heal of clialicr Clllering cooler Qt 

E :i (2) Sensible heal of cooling - QI .. ~ 
~ -= Tctil 

(3) Sensible 11ca by sccoad;uy mot Din and 

cxlnCICd air from cooler ror calcining furnace 
(b 

------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ -------·---·--
(a) Scnsibloe htal by secondary air of kiln Q1' 

------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------·--·-
~- (b) Sensible htal by ttuacted air from cooler <:) 

i ror alcining furnace Qpr 

= 0 

• (4) Scnsibk heal IHm away by dmer Qt 

e (S) Sensible heal taken away by nblast from .. 
~ coola(h 

(6) Sensible heal laken away by nuxted air from 
cooler ror odler !ban calcining furnace 0.-

(7) Heat lost due IO radiation. etc. Qi 

Tol:ll 

Rttovery efficiency by secondary m JJ.· .. .. 
. 5 
:g & (8) Heat recovering by cooling air or cooler fl' 
G -~ . u j! 

(3.3) Utilization of exhaust gas 

llelll Utiliulion or nonutiliza&ion Purpose for utilizaiion 

Exhaust rrom prehealcr or kiln 

Exhaust rrom cooler 
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3.1.3 Establishment of operation manual 

It is needless to say that the :mainment ofa stable operation al a high levc ! is an essential conJition 

to obtain a pmfit for a l""Cment plant which consumes a large volume of energy. 

A system of calculating loss resulting from the shutdown due to a failure is different depending 

on the situation of a plant ar.d the market environment. For example. the following calculation c:in 

be made. 

When 

the rated capacity of plant 500 [t/day I 
the time required for one recovery: 12 [hrs) 

the idle time and output reduction rate in the above time: 50 [%). 

then. 

I. Energy loss (ene11y cost 15.5$/t) 

15.5 [Sit] x (12124) x 500 [t) x 50 [%)- 1,938 s 
2. Lost profits due to output reduction 

(supposing a marginal profit is 29.5 Sit) 

Z9.5 [S.'ti x tl2'24) x :co [t) x .50 (%]- 3,687 S 

hence total of I and 2 above is 5,625 S. 

If recovery is made appropriately, the loss may be less but, if a secondary accident such as the 

breaking of bricks is caused, t."te Joss may be higher. Recovery takes a longer time as the facilities 

become larger. For thorough preventive maintenance and improvement of morale of employees to 

prevent the shutdown due to a failure, expenses needed therefor shall not be spared. 

As material for technical training of employees, the operation manual and maintenance manual 

provided by the equipment supplier can be used. But, such manuals are generallj limited to describe 

the operation procedure of a process and the disassembling and assembling procedures of equipment. 

A method for optimum operation or preventive maintenance has to be found by the user. ldeall y, such 

manuals are drawn up through a group activity (TQC) of engineers or foremen in a company. It is 

not necessary to stick to the style of manuals and the quality of the contents. What is important is that 

the persons concerned have an interest in such an activity. 

It is certain that the will to conserve energy does not occur when a stable operation cannot be 

continued. For the time being, if an appropriate leader is not available. a well-experienced cement 

expert or consuhant shall be asked for cooperation to draw up such a manual urgently. Costs for that 

purpose will be recovered easily. 
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3.1.4 Choice of raw material and fuel 

After 1he commissioning rime of the plant and the removal of various uncertain factors. the 

supply source of raw material .:an be reviewed. By expansion of lhc stock yard or lhe adoption of 

a preblending system, lhere arc a number of possibilities lhat inexpensive raw material wilh low 

purity or substit1.1te raw marerial exc.elling in grindability and/or bumability will be found. When a 

computer is used to control !he process for bl~ .• ng or mixing raw materials, it displays its great 

power in stabilizing lhe process and conserving e'"~Y beyond its role for foolproof. 

Table 3 shows lhe state of using industrial wastes or by-nroducts in lhe cerr.ent indusuy in Japan. 

Table 3 Used amount of Industrial wastes and by-products 
In the cement Industry 

(Unit t.'11) 

~ 1991 1992 
Ratio IO lhe 

d previous year 

Blast furnace slag 13,498,066 13.554.903 100.4 

Converter slag 1,269,871 1,132.305 89.2 

Coal ash 2.382.745 2.545.398 106.8 

By-product gypsum 2,216,436 2.212,486 99.8 

Debris 1,807,455 1,880,149 104.0 

Non-ferrous slag 1,415,723 l,368,606 96.7 

Sludge 532.525 622,334 116.9 

Unburnt ash and dust 439,096 474,724 108.t 
·-

Molding sand 294,435 298,082 101.2 

Waste tire 127,084 170,819 134.4 

Waste oil and reclaimed oil 138,792 168,418 121.3 

Waste China clay 36,855 34,633 94.0 

Other 256,024 245,369 95.8 

Total 24,415,107 24,708,226 101.2 

Source: Japan Cement Association 

Mixing of blast furnace slag. pozzolan and fly ash contributes largely IO ener;y conservation in 

view of the cement base. Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS) provides quality standards 10 three 

different mixing ratios as shown in Table 4. To meet such standards, both mixtures and host cement 

have to be strictly con1rolled for quality. In this sen~e. quality control is a first step for energy 

conservation. 
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°' I 

Table 4 JIS specification for cement 

Chtmical composhion 
Mineral Heal or 

T) pc or ccmcn1 ('llo) 
composition hydnilion 

(C...) (c1Vg) (ligl 

11 los.' sen MgO Alblh Cl c,s C.1A ?days 28 duy• 

Portl..nd "menl 
On:lin;ory Sl.O Sl.O S5.0 S0.7S S0.02 
Hish early •lrcng1h s ).0 s l.5 S5.0 S0.7' S0.02 
Supe1·hi1h e;irl)· S l.O SU S5.0 S0.7S S0.02 

'"""''h 
Modtl'llle heou s 3.0 S3.0 ss.o S0.7S S0.02 s '° SI s 70(293) s 1)(347) 
Sulphoale tt>i>I ing Sl.O S).0 ss.o S0.75 S0.02 S4 

Punl;ind bl;&.•1 rum;ice 
•"'&ccmcnl 

Cla.'' A s 3.0 Sl.S ss.o 
Ct.." 8 Sl.O S-1.0 S6.0 
CliA>' C s ).0 S-1.5 S6.0 

Punh1nd pouol;i.n 

cemcnl 
Ct.a..•A s 3.0 S3.0 ss.o 
cia. .. ,o Sl.O ss.o 
cia .. c Sl.O ss.o 

P.x1lilftd fly ·il•h 
.-.:ment 

Cl<!." A Sl.O s l.0 ss.o 
c1 ... ,e SlO SS.D 

c1 ... "c s ).0 !S.O I 
1Notcl l I Ordillill)' pont.ind ""'""'can be blended ei1hcr uniformly whh bh1s1-fum1K"e •l•I· 

pouolan, fly·il,h, lll\d lime s1or.e, or Ille pouolun whose 10111 con1en1 is In• than 
sq, of the gro» weight. 

21Tot•l11lhli con1en1 (C...) or ponland cement (low ulkull 1ype) •hall not be more 
lhilll 0.6'11>. 

;\) Proportion of Admi\lure r°' Blended Cement a• follow•: 

T)l>c 
Volume of bl•'' Volume pozzol~n Volume of ny·M•h 
(urn.-:c •l;ia (WI~) (Wt') (W"I 

" > s s 30 > s s 10 > s s 10 
B >;\0 S60 > 10 s 20 > 10 s 20 
c >60 S70 >20Sl0 >20 SlO 

Fincnns Time or selling 
•pecinc •urhcc -
(Blaine me1hod1 lniliKI Final Sound· 

(cm''•> (min> (hr) ncs~ I duy 

l: 2.SOO H10 SIO Oood 
l: ),)00 HS SID Good l: 6S( 6 31) 

l: 4,000 HS SID Good ? 130(12 7'1 

l: 1.500 l:60 s 10 Good 
l: l.500 ~60 SID Good 

l: l.000 l:60 !10 Good 
l:l.Wl ?60 SIO Good 
l: ).)00 l:60 SIO Good 

l:),000 l:60 SIO Good 
l: ),000 l:60 SIO Good 
l: ),JOO l:60 SIO Ciood 

l: 2.SOO l:60 s 10 Good 
l: 2.SOO l:60 SID Good 
l: 2.SOO H10 SIO Good 

4) Value• in P•rcmhc•c• urc indk•led by SI uni1 
SI Alkuliu ('ll>l • Nui0(%) + 0.6SIK!O( .. ) 
61 S1rcn11h IC•l• 

<Sund for •lren111h lc•t.> 

Compre-.ive •lrcna1h 
lkar1cm'11N1mm'> 

) d~y· 7 duy• 211 d•)• 

l: 70( 616) ~ 150(1471) l: )00(2') 421 

l: llO(ll 7') l: 230!22 S6) l: ))0()2 )bl 

l: 200(19611 l: 280(27 "61 l: HO!H 121 

l: SO( 4901 l: 1001 981) l: 2)0(22 56) 

l: 70( 6861 l: 140( 3 7)1 l: lll0(27 ""' 

l: 70( 616) l: 150(14 711 l: :llXJ( 2') 42 I 

l: 60( s 18) <?120(1177) l: 2W!2K 441 
l: SO( 4 90> l: 1001 9111> ~ 2ll0(27 "°' 

l: 70( 6161 l: 150(14 711 l: lOO( 2"421 
l: 60( s 118) ? 120(11 77) l: 260(25 SO> 
l: SO( 4901 l: 1001 9Kll l: 210!2U S•J1 

l: 70( 616) l: 150(14 71) l: l0012'H21 
l: 60( s 81) l: IW!ll 771 l: 2WllS SOJ 

l: SO! 490) l: 100( II HI) l: 210(2US'Ji 

Nu1urKl •und, m•~· I'-'> rc1uincd on •icvc wilh Kperturn 297µ, Mild min. 95'"° rct•incd 
on •ie\'c whh aperture• 105µ. 
<Prcp;uu1ion or •pccimcn• for bending und comprc-.ive •tren111h IC•h> 

Specimen' 40 IC 40 IC 160 mm Min prorunion of ccmcnl 10 .. nJ 1.2. w•tcr1ccmcn1 r•li" 
0 6.5 <.:omprc.,ive •lrcngth 1e•1 on broken pri•m• rrom ~ .• iding wcn11h •••I. 



Generally. natural gas. heavy oil and coal are used as fuel. In Japan. the fuel was changed from 

heavy oiltocoal around 1980 with the occurrence of the second oil crisis as seen in Fig. I 8. Currently. 

consumption of heavy oil is only about I 'Ii of coal. 'The change from heavy oil to coal is being carried 

out not only in Japan but also in petropowers such as Indonesia and Malaysia From the waste tires 

(840.000tons) prcxluced in 1992 in Japan. 20. l 'Ii was used forsintering of cement. Various substitute 

fuels may be found. depending on regions. 
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3.1.5 Waste heat recovery power generation 

Table l shows that the prchearer exhaust gas has about 20'ii of the heating value broughl in l:>y 

lhe fuel and the cooler exhaust gas has about I 4'i. These residual heating values can be used lo dry 

raw materials and to generate electricity. In Japanese cement plants. 19 power plants utilizing waste 

heat arc operating and. including independent power plants. 41.8% of all electric power consumed 

in the cement plants is provided by private power plants as showri in Fig. 2.. Fig. 15 shows a flow 

diagram of such plants. 

The private power generating system is adopted on the assumption that the lllDDing cost is lower 

than the purchased power unit price. If the finish mill has surplus capacity. however. it can lower a 

load in a daytime power demand time zone and raise a nighllime load factor and. in addition. brings 

about advantages such as to avoid shutdown due to extrinsic factors and to improve the kiln's 

operation rate. 

EP 

.............. H.PB. 
G . 

-&-W 
: 
: 

Steam 
LP.B. _ ................... 

Water 

EP 

SP 

Gas 

Kiln Cooler 

- _J 

H.P.B.: High Pressure Boiler 
LP.M.: Low Pressure Boiler 
T ; Turbine 
G : Generator 
c : Condenser 
SP : Suspension Preheater 
EP : Electrostatic Prec:ipitater 

Figure 15 Waste heat recovery power generation 
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3.1.6 Equipment investment 

Fig. 16. Fig. 17. Fig. 18 and Table 5 show lhat the energy conservation measures in Japan have 

been limcly tlken. ltccping pace wilh mc:isures lo enhance lhc production capacity and lo improve 

lhc labor productivity. When ilR inVCSbnenl is made nol only wilh a view lo energy conservation but 

in such a way as to produce combined effccrs including lhc increase of production and lhc 

Slabilization of operation. advaruages are lilrge and in,'eS(£d capilill is recovered cmier. 

Sin...--c m inv.:stment for rcnovarioo is indispensable for lhc ccmenl industry. which is a process 

industry. to survive. mere is always ii chiioce to improve facilities for energy conservation and. 

company milllilgement should illways be ready to raise funds so as nor lo miss lhc best timing. Middle 

management and engineers have to provide up-l(Hlilte infonnalion to support lhc top management 

IJlilk.ing a decision. 

Table 5 Rationalization in cement manufacturing 

Kiln Silo 
Productoin 

Procluctioa• EaaJYuse 
FY Compmy Pl.- Kiln apacity apacily 

worker 
pcrwortcr ~=i ( 1.000 IOllS) ( 1.000 IClllS) (IOllS) 

1970 22 SI 226 16.449 1.711 16.S49 J.316 1.254 

197S 22 SI 246 120.763 2.74] 14.n4 4,21S 1.146 

1980 24 SJ 192 126.3S2 l.619 10.130 1,.96S 1.041 

191S 22 44 91 97.911 4.20S 1,617 l,207 Ill 

1990 2J 41 IO 17.17S 4.360 6,949 10.134 IJ7 

1992 22 41 II 90.467 4,446 7,014 12.4S9 841 

Note: • Calendar yar base. 

~ Cement ill Japma 1993, JCA 
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!Million__:....'! -------------------. 
Peak:1992 --------------~, I 
Production: 9621 ~I \J 

100 

60 

20 
Scu'ce: Cement in ....... 

1993,JC4 

Figure 16 Change in cement production 

Figure 17 Labor productivity 

(8ilion Yen) 

Source: Cement in Japan 
1993,JCA 

200...-------------------. 

100 

75 

50 
'~ . 

t•OJC.S 

Source: Cement in Japan 
1993.JCA 

Figure 18 Machinery and equipment Investment 
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3.2 Energy conservation technique In cement production process 

3.2.1 Rawmill 

Since the wet process has a simple system, it is important to enhance the operation efficiency of 

the mill itself. The mill performance depends on various factors. And, among them, the basic items 

are given by the following empirical formulas, fO£ example. 

Bond's third thcofy: 

W - I 0 wi ( jp-fi) ······-····-····-····-····-····--··-········---··-·······-·-···-· (I) 

where, 

w - kwh per short ton of grinding material 

F - microns 80CJi of lhe feed passing 

P - microns 8" of the product passing 

wi-worlt index according to Bond's test mill 

Critical mill speed: 

n - :!> ~ ·········································--·······~·································-·············· (2) 

Mill drive power. 

N - c . G· Di . D -····-··-···-······-···-····-·-·-···--············································ (3) 

w~. 

N - power consumption (kw) 

G - weight of mill charge [l) 

Di - internal diameter of mill [m) 

n - speed of mill rotation [rim] 

C - power factor of Fig. 19 
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20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 
... Mil Loading 

Figure 19 Power factor C for determining the drive power of a tube mill 

The selection of appropriare ball size. ball charge amount in each chamber and many ocher hinlS 

are given in "CementEngi~rs· Handbook" {l.abohm and others,BauvmagGmbh. Wiesbaden) and 

.. Cement-Data-Book" (Duda. Macdonald k Evans, !.ondon), for example. 

Generally, mm suppliers design systems having precision which seems to be almost appropriate 

based on the test resullS of a given marerial sample, so dial they czn be appropriately adjusted at the 

actual location. But. as time passes, properties of raw maierial continue to change. Therefore, the 

optimum point or operation is to be finally decided by the user based on a trial al the actual location. 

If rhc capacity lowm as the operation progresses, the wort index wi or feed size Fin the formula 

(I) shall be doubted firsL When the value Fis larger than the planned value, one of the solutions is 

to increase rhe size of the balls in the first chamber but. a better solution is to service or adjust the 

preceding crusher process to demase the feed size. If the product becomes coarse or the the value 

P or the formula ( l) becomes large, it shall be checked first that the ball charge amount is lowcn:d 

due to abrasion. The forr.~"la (I) was originally derived from the closed circuit system of the dry 

process but, it can also be applied to the wet process mill by adopting an appropriate conversion factor. 

In the wet process, since the ball :urface is always washed with water, the grinding efficiency is 20 

to 30% higher than in the dry process mill but the abrasion loss or the balls and lining is much larger. 
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The decrc:ase of b:i.lls due !o :ibr.lsion appears as a decrease of the mo1or load but. ;is it is seen from 

Fig. 17. rhe relation between them is nol linear. By me3Suring several times at intervals of two to lhrec 

monlhs. an abrasion characteristic value of each mill can be seized. After this. depending on the 

operation ti:ne or the output. rcplenishmenr shall be made periodically to keep 311 appropriate charge. 

Ex~-cssive grinding should be avoided to save power consumpt:ion. regardless of the type of 

process. dry or weL Rcccnr operation experience with an SP or NSP kiln reveals that even though 

the residue on 88 J1 sieve inauses up 10 13 or 15'1:. it does not seem IO have any actual adverse eff~"t 

on the bumabilily in lhc sintcring process. as far as the rough grain is composed of CaCO). When 

the clay in lhc malerial has a rather grindable property. or when it is composed only of fine grains. 

as is somerimcs seen in lhc wet process. it will be advisable IO set the target fineness value higher. 

This measure may result in an about 3 10 5'1: electric power conscrvaricn. Mixing of fly ash or 

pozzolan as lhc substitute material for clay will auain the same result. if ilS grain degree is fir.e. 

In the case of the dry process mill. in addition IO the efficiency of the mill. rwo problems of 

improving heal economical efficiency and lowering fan power have 10 be solved. As the heal source 

for drying raw materials. the preheater exhausl gas is generally used as shown in Fig. 23. According 

IO Table 1. lhis exhaust gas has a calorific value of aboul 170 kcal for I kg of clinker. so lhar Ibis gas 

is thcoreticall y sufficient 10 dry about I O'fi of Waler in the combined raw materials. Therefore. a more 

significant issue is ro lower lhc power consumption. 

Rccenlly. lhc spread of lhc roller mill shown in Fig. 4. c. makes a great contribution to the 

reduction of powercor.sumption in Ibis process. To dry and grind at the same time, lhis process flows 

a large volume of gas through the system. increasing lhc power consumed by thc fan. Therefore, lhc 

difference of lhc facility power of the mill itself is not relared IO thc reduction of electric power but. 

as compared to thc existing process wilh lhc ball mill, reduces lhe power consumption by I 0 to 15%. 

More reduction can be expected by reducing of the volume of gas passing lhrough or circulating in 

the process. 

3.2.2 Kiln and preheater 

As shown in Fig. 8, the cement burning process in Japan was rapidly changed from the wet 

process to the NSP process and, accordingly, lhe heat consumption rate was remarkably improved. 

Fig. 20 shows typical examples of lhc prccalciner used in Japan. 
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Fig. 21 shows the clinker burning process of the NSP system with the values ofTable I ~lightly 

rounded up. ll will be understood that most of the ~'Jircd heat value is consumed to decompose 

CaCOJ and most of the heat value is directly supplied to the prccalciner. Consequently, in the NSP 

system, the kiln's heat load is greatly reduced and the prccalcining process can be freely controlled 

regardless of the state of the kiln. 

Misc:ellaneous 
10 

Exhaust Gas Preheat ........... 
160 25 

C&lcine 
470 

Radiation 
60 

Heat Up 
8 

Cooler Exhaust Gas 
130 

l . 
Sinter 
-73 

Figure 21 Typical heat balance model of burning process (Unit: kcal/kg clinker) 

Originally, the NSP system was developed for a large capacity kiln to make the kiln size small. 

Therefore, there are some misunderstandings but, since the aforementioned remarkable mechanism 

has unexpected advantages such as suppression of the generation ofNOx, the NSP system should be 

actively adopted for a small capacity kiln. 
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Generally. the cyclone has a large ventilation rcsistanc.e and usually accompanies a pressure loss 

of I 00 to 150 mmAq. A prchcatcr with this cyclone piled up in 4 or 5 stages consumes much power. 

which constitutes one of the disadvantages of the SP or NSP system. But. it is not preferable to lower 

the pressure loss at the expense of the separ.uion efficiency of the cyclone. The lowering of the 

efficiency increases the circularing amount of raw material and raises the cyclone outlet temperature. 

resulting in merely increasing the heat loss and not leading to improvement. 

Preventing the leakage air from flowing into the process is important for all processes. and the 

preheater is not an exception. As shown in Fig. 22. when simulation is made using one section of the 

prcheater as a model. mixing of a leakage amount of I<>% results in a loss of 18 kcaJ/kgcL When a 

IOM due to the increase of the exhaust gas amount or decrease of output i'i added, the total losses are 

larger. Leakage prevention measures have to be taken from both aspects of improving facilities and 

training the operator. 

Inlet Gas 
1.47 [Nm3/kg cl] 

1 
-

100 rc1 

Leakage 

Raw Meal 1.60 [kg/kg cl] 
320 rCJ 

Cyclone 
~ 

,______ Outlet Gas 
- To-+ T1 
--

----""T""--~ 

when : CP = 0.36 [kcaYNm3] 

0.15 [Nm3/kg cl] Cs= 0.21 [kcaVNm3J 
To = 553 fC] :.to 

Raw Meal 
20 rc1 to-+ h 

T1 = 533 fC] :;ti 

---

0.36 x533 x (1.47 + 0.15) = 310 [kcal/kg cij 
0.36 x 533 x 1.47 = 292 [kcal/kg cl] 

Balance 18 [kcal/kg cl] 

Figure 22 Effect of leakage air 

1bc inspection and cleaning ports which are frequently opened or closed during operation should 

be modified to the size and suucture suitable for the situation at site so as to allow a quick and 

appropriate operation. In addition, workers should be strictly told to clo:;e the port tightly upon 

completion of operation. Leaks from manholes, etc. not so frequently subjected lo opening/closing 

are, in many cases, detected after starting of operation through air inhaling, sound or ga'i analysis. It 
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will be necessary to make it a custom to fill a sealing or coking material to provide sealing as often 

as required. Also it is recommendable to weld flanges and joints installed for the convenience of 

assembly, if a leak has occum!d. In many cases. the movable sa"tions at both edges of the kiln allow 

much leak due to clearances arising from defonnation by heating and wear. The leaks from these 

set."tions lead directly to a reduction in the output of the kiln. After repair, comparison of operation 

data should be made. 

3.2.3 Air quenching .x>oler 

Regardless of the~ -pe, the clinker cooler is installed 10 improve the product quality by quenching 

the clinker. But. it also functions to recover the heat retained by the clinker which was red-heated, 

by preheating the secondary air for combustion. From this point of view, the grate cooler is superior 

to the planetary cooler or under cooler because the secondary air temperature can be controlled. 

According to the "heat balance" of Table I, the cooler exhaust gas retains a calorific value of 13 

to 16% of totalconsumption of calorific value and, when the heat efficiency of the kiln and preheater 

is improved, the required amount of the secondary air used for combustion is lowered and the cooler 

exhaust gas amount increases, resulting in a substantial increase in loss. As a coun1enneasure, it is 

necessary to increase the layer thickness of the clinker on the grate cooler to improve the heat

exchange efficiency. 

3.2.4 Coal mm 
For drying and grinding of coal and feeding to the kiln, the following three systems are employed 

as shown in Fig. 23. 

a. Direct firing 

b. Semi-direct firing 

c. Indirect firing 

Among the above systems, the direct firing system is extensively used because its equipment is 

simple, construction cost is low and operation is simple. But, for purposes of accurately controlling 

the feed amount to the kiln and limithg the primary air volume to the minimum, the indirect firing 

system is most preferable. It is possible to remodel the system "a" into the system "c". But, it is 

necessary to pay special attention to prevent spontaneous combustion and explosion of coal powder. 

A mill type in popular use is either a single barrel air swept mill or a roller mill. 
' 
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a. Direct Coal Firing Mill 

Namliorl: 
t Raw Coal Sia 
2 Weigh Belt Feudar 
3 Air-~ Bal Mil (Tnz-mill) 
c Air Haa (Auxiliary Firing) 
5 Separator 
6 Cyclone Colleclor 
7 CilQilaling A6 Fan 
8 Primary Air Fan 
9 RotaryKoln 

tO Salll!lila Coolers (Unax~) 

Notirian: 
1 Raw Coal Sia 
2 Weigh Belt Feeder 
3 Air-swepi Bal Mil (Tnx-ril) 
' Air Healer (Auxiliary Firing) 
5 Separaror 
6 Cyclone Colecior 
7 Circufaling Air Fan 
8 Primary Air Fan 
9 Rolary Kiln 

to Sallllli• Coolers (Unax-cooler1 
t t Feed Hopper (Woriling Bin) 

b. Semi-direct Coal Firing Mill 

Notation: 
1 "Bowl Mill 
2 Weigh Bell Feeder 
3 Damper 
' Raw Coal Sia 
5 VencFan 
6 Dusi Colleclof 
7 Booster Air Healer 
8 Ous1Trap 
9 Clinker Cooler 

10 Rotary Kiln 
I t Primary Air Fan 
12 Primary Air Damper 
13 51orage Sia 1or Ground eo.i 
14 Rotary Valv\. 
15 Cydone Colleclor 

c. ln-drect Coal Firing Mil 

Figure 23 Coal firing aptem 
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3.2.5 Finish grinding mill 

Generally. in connection with the cement quality. the initia! strength is enhanced by improving 

the fineness.of the product but the long-tenn strength is not enhanced. so that excessive fine grinding 

should be avoided even to prevent waste of power. 

The Blaine value (cm2/g) and the residual content[%] on a sieve with 88 (or90) micron apertures 

(88 µR) are available as the unit for the degree of the fineness of the product. The Blaine value is useJ 

for usual operation management due to its simplicity in measurement. This unit will. however, be 

insufficient when some improvement is to be made. The Blaine value indicates an increment in the 

specific surface area of the object to be ground. ti;at is, the amount of energy consumed for grinding, 

while the 88 µR value represents the residual rough particle content not contributing directly to the 

strength of the prodUCL Although there is a correlation between these two values for the fineness of 

the products produced from the same system. an attempt to improve the grinding efficiency means 

nothing other than an attempt to achieve :i lower 88 µR value with a lower Blaine value. JIS. fo; 

example, specifies that ordinary portland cement should have a Blaine value of 2500 or more 

[cm2/g] but it provides no prescription for 88 µR [%]. When the residue on a 88 J.l sieve :s too high, 

there may be some cases where the prescribed value 70 or more [lcgf/cm2
] for 3 days, or I 50 or more 

[kgf/cm2] for 7 days c:innot be cleared. In this connection. the international standard for the 88 µR 

value of cement is within the range of I to 2 [%],while that for the Blaine value is within lhe range 

of 3,050 - 3,300 [cm1/g]. 

The particle size distribution of the product varies substantially depending on the mill types. and 

the product by the open ciI~uit process has a broad particle size distribution as compared to the 

product by the closed circuit process. And, when half-burned raw material is mixed in the clinker, 

an unusually high Blaine value is sometimes obtained because such material is easily ground. In 

particular, when a number of mills with diffctent sizes and systems are used. to avoid erroneous 

judgments, it is desirable to control the Blaine value 1ogether wilh 88 µR. 

In the closed circuil process, a dynamic separator is provided IO avoid excessive grinding of the 

product and mixing of coarse particles. Though various types of separa:ors have been developed, 

mechanism to adjust a critical particle diameter by a balance of circulating ascending current and 

whirling current is common, so that such separalors are generically called air ~paralors. Even 

including lhe power for the separalor and the attached fan. power consumption by the closed circuit 

process is 10 IO 15% less than ~y the 9pen circ~it process. Since each separalor is designed so as 10 

allow changing of classifica1ion properties. a key poinl to efficiently operate this sys1cm is to control 

. ··.·,' ' 
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lhe feed quantity to 1he mill so as to keep 01 appropriate circulation rate (generally 200 to 300%) by 

taking into consideration the grindability of the dinker and the desired fineness of the product. 

In case of trying to improve the fineness of the product wirh the open circuit mill whose length 

is about three times of its diameter, that is. relatively short. it may be successfully done by installing 

a separator and changing to the closed circuit process. 

A detailed description on the efficiency improvement of the mill itself is provided above in the 

paragraph on the raw mill. To avoid repetition, no further description is made here. To maintai1a the 

optimum medium filling amoant is important for any kind of ball mill. It is advisable that once the 

optimum operation conditions have been detcnnined, the operation sound of the mill shell at that time 

should be memorized or the noise level and frequency characteristics sl.ould be measured when 

measuring instruments arc available. Thereafter, the difference from these in lhe sound will allow 

judging whether lhe operation conditions are appropriate or not. When the operation technique 

attains this level, an acoustic feed <.ontrol system using a microphone can be successfully introdu...-ed. 

Needless to say, operating the mill under an overl.;ad condition must be avoided. To reduce the 

load of the finishing mill intentionally because of its higher sintering capacity compared to the kiln, 

however, is not recommendable except for such special cases as electric power supply being limited. 

Usually, it will be more profit~ble to operate the mill with full load and thereby reduce the operation 

hou:-s for the day. Especially when power is supplied from tile public power supplier, prior 

negotiation should be made with the supplier side so that operation can be done intensively during 

the nighttime zone with less power demand. This should bring about mutual merits. 

In the finish grinding process, grinding with '!>last furnace slag bler"ed in the clinker increases 

elcctr: · iower 1.mit consumption rate in this process. In some cases, also fuel may be required. 

However, these increases in the unit consumption rat<: arc by far sm~.ller than the total energy unit 

consumption required for burning clinkers. 'Therefore, this will result in larger conservation of the 

energy unit consumption in tcnns of value per product cement ton. It should, however, be noted that 

this will make no sense if it brings about some discount ;, the product price because of the decline 

in the product quality. Closest attention should be paid to the quality control of the base clinker and 

the mixtures. 
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4. Conclusion 

The cement industry in Japan has drastically changed its production process from the wet process 

to the dry process and promoted the NSP system as increasing production scale. Since energy cost 

of total cement production cost is large, energy conservation is an imponant matter in technical 

improvement activities. The cement production cost depends on the adopted production process. 

The wet process cannot defeat the dry process as regards ene~y consumption. At the technical level 

of quality and p."Oductivity, there is no reason why the adoption of the dry process should be impeded. 

The improvement of a cement plant. however, needs large investment The timing of the investment 

of process improvement must be carefully detennincd taking into consideration the budgetary 

condition of enterprises and the outlook of the cement mark.et. 

Before improving a process, activities of"good housekeeping" and .. equipment improvement" 

should be applied ro promote energy conservation. 
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